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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Manufacturers of corrugated paper products,
known as Box Makers, produce both foldable boxes
which have been folded and glued at the factory and die
cut flat sheets which may be used either in their flat state
or folded into desired shapes. These will be referred to
as folded boxes and flat boxes respectively. The term
"boxes" alone can refer to both folded and flat boxes.
However, for the purposes of this patent application, box-
es will refer to such before folding and gluing. Any refer-
ence to box length is understood to mean a distance in
the material flow direction and any reference to box width
is understood to mean a distance in a direction substan-
tially perpendicular to the material flow direction.
[0002] Both the folded boxes and the flat boxes are
produced by Converting machinery which processes the
Corrugated Sheet Stock produced by the machinery
known as a Corrugator. The Corrugated Sheet Stock is
corrugated material cut to a specific rectangular size.
However, the corrugated sheet stock has not been cut
or notched to the detail typically required to produce the
final foldable boxes or the flat boxes.
[0003] Often customized printing is required on boxes
which may be done by 1) using a preprinted material
integrated into the corrugated sheet stock on the Corru-
gator, 2) using flexographic printing during the Convert-
ing process or 3) applying ink or labels post Converting
through various techniques.
[0004] During the Converting process the Corrugated
Sheet Stock is transformed into a desired box configu-
ration by performing additional cutting and optionally add-
ing scoring and printing. There are multiple possible pur-
poses for the additional cutting of the Corrugated Sheet
Stock. Many of these cutting operations will result in piec-
es of the original Corrugated Sheet Stock being com-
pletely separated from the final box. These pieces are in
general referred to as Scrap. The cutting can often result
in notches within the box surface and along the edges.
The result is that there are often variable width distances
from cut edge to edge depending on where one measures
the across the box in the cross flow direction.
[0005] In the conversion of the Corrugated Sheet Stock
into Boxes the material is fed through machinery. The
Lead Edge for both Corrugated Sheet Stock and Boxes
refers to the first edge encountered as the stock or box
travels downstream through the machine whereas the
Trailing Edge refers to the last edge encountered as the
stock or box travels downstream through the machine.
The Corrugated Sheet Stock may be cut completely
through in the cross-machine direction in one or more
locations to create two or more boxes as counted in the
through-machine direction. These are referred to as Ups.
The Corrugated Sheet Stock may alternatively or addi-
tionally be cut completely apart in the through-machine
direction in one or more locations to create two or more

boxes in the cross-machine direction. These are referred
to as Outs. (See briefly, Figs. 38A-38B.)
[0006] There are multiple methods by which the cutting
of the Corrugated Sheet Stock may be accomplished dur-
ing the Converting process. One example method for cut-
ting Corrugated Sheet Stock is known as Rotary Die Cut-
ting. A typical configuration of a Rotary Die Cutter, known
as Rule and Rubber, uses of a pair of cylinders where
the lower cylinder, known as the Anvil, is covered in a
firm rubber material and the top cylinder is mounted with
a Die Board. The Die Board is normally a curved plywood
base in which are embedded a customized set of steel
Rules, which protrude from the plywood base and when
rotated with the Anvil will cut and score the Corrugated
Sheet Stock into the desired cut/scored box. An alternate
configuration of the Rotary Die Cutter swaps the locations
such that the Anvil is the top cylinder and the Die Board
is mounted to the lower cylinder. The transportation
speed of the box, as determined by the effective linear
speed at the nip of the Die Board and Anvil, is known as
Line Speed.
[0007] A Stacking Apparatus is positioned down-
stream of the Rotary Die Cutter to accept the cut/scored
boxes and to ultimately form neat stacks of the cut/scored
(and optionally printed on) boxes. If short stacks of indi-
vidual Outs are produced, they are known as Bundles. If
short stacks are output and the Outs are still connected
with perforated cuts they are known as Logs. If taller
stacks are output they are known as Full Stacks. These
stacks, regardless of type, are referred to herein as
Loads.
[0008] The Box Makers has both fixed and variable
costs associated with running of their business. The
number of boxes produced in a given time period deter-
mines the Average Production Rate. A higher Average
Production Rate is desirable. There are multiple factors
that can affect the Average Production Rate. The integral
of the rotational speed of the Rotary Die Cutter and the
amount of time Corrugated Sheet Stock is actually being
fed through the machine, Feed Time, determines the Av-
erage Production Rate. Focusing on the Feed Time,
there are four primary reasons sheets are not continu-
ously being fed during operating hours. First is the time
for maintenance or repairs required for the machinery.
Second is setup time where the operators are changing
from one order to another. Third is clearing of Jams. Forth
is when operation of a Stacking Apparatus calls for cre-
ation of a gap in the flow of the boxes at a discharge end
of the machinery that feeds the Stacking Apparatus in
order to perform what is referred to as a Load Change
Cycle. A Load Change Cycle is an operational phase
when formation (e.g., stacking) of one Load is completed
and must be discharged from the end of the Stacking
Apparatus and when the formation (e.g., stacking) of a
next Load is to be started. Creating such a gap in the
flow of boxes entering the Stacking Apparatus can be
done by interrupting the Feed Table for a length of time
known as a Feed Interrupt Time. It would be desirable to
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not interrupt the Feed Table that feeds boxes (sheets)
into the Stacking Apparatus. Having a Load Change Cy-
cle that allows for Zero Feed Interrupt Time can desirably
increase the Average Production Rate for the Box Maker.
[0009] The quality of the box surface and print quality
at the output of the Stacking Apparatus are important
factors to the Box Maker. There are two classes of Rotary
Die Cutters, ones that print on the top surface and ones
that print on the bottom surface. Care should be taken
by the Stacking Apparatus during the Load Change Cycle
to not Scuff (e.g., abrade) the printed or other fine sur-
faces of the Box.
[0010] The downstream processing units after the Ro-
tary Die Cutter generally comprise four functional mod-
ules.
[0011] The first functional module at the receiving end
of the post-Die Cutter apparatus is typically referred to
as the Layboy Function. Its function is the receiving of
the boxes from the Rotary Die Cutter and assisting in the
removing of the scrap from the boxes. Often speed var-
iations are implemented in this section in preparation for
the second functional module.
[0012] The second functional module will be referred
to as the Shingling Function. This is a widely used option
in the post-Die Cutter processing and stacking operations
where the boxes can be changed from Stream Mode to
Shingle Mode. Stream Mode is where the boxes are be-
ing conveyed without overlap at higher speed. Shingle
Mode happens with a transition to conveying means that
are running slower than Line Speed and thus the boxes
are caused to partially overlap one another and thus cre-
ate what is known as shingle of boxes. The speed vari-
ations referred to in the Layboy Function may be higher
than Line Speed to pull gaps between the boxes in order
to allow the creation of the Shingle of boxes.
[0013] The third functional module after Die Cutting will
be referred to as the Stacking Function. The boxes are
now conveyed in either Stream Mode or Shingle Mode
to where respective stacks of boxes are being created.
One style is for the discharge end of a Stacking Conveyor
to change in elevation in order to accommodate the grow-
ing stack of boxes such that the conveyed boxes are
deposited on the top of a currently being formed stack.
This is known as an Up Stacker which an example of can
be seen in prior art US Patent 7,954,628. An alternative
method is for the discharge end of the Stacking Conveyor
to remain at a fixed elevation and the Stack Support Sur-
face which is disposed under the growing stack of boxes
moves down, again as more of the conveyed boxes are
deposited on the top of the growing stack. This is known
as a Down Stacker which an example of can be seen in
prior art US Patent 5,026,249. An additional alternative
is a combination where both of the discharge end of the
Stacking Conveyor and the Stack Support Surface are
changing respective elevations.
[0014] Up Stackers and Down Stackers both have ad-
vantages and challenges. Up Stackers have the advan-
tage that it is more convenient for the operator to be able

to walk onto a low level floor conveyor upon which the
stack of the Up Stacker is being built, but it has the en-
gineering challenge in that the angle of the deck of the
Stacking Conveyor changes as the growing load is being
created. Near the discharge end of a Straight Up Stacking
Deck, (see briefly 33 of Figure 2), the Linear Space in
the horizontal direction under the pulleys at the discharge
end of the deck becomes smaller as the incline angle of
the Straight Up Stacking Deck increases. A Curve Down
Stacking Deck as in Figure 2 of US Patent 5,026,249,
has substantial Linear Space under the pulleys near the
discharge end, as do multitude of Straight Down Stacking
Decks, as an example Figure 3 of US Patent 4,359,218.
Problems due to lack of substantial Linear Space for a
Straight Up Stacking Deck may be seen in Figure 4 of
prior art US Patent 6,234,473. This lack of substantial
Linear Space associated with Straight Up Stacking
Decks along with inability to provide reliable operation at
the maximum Rotary Die Cutter Speed is one of a number
of problems that can be overcome by aspects of the
present disclosure of invention.
[0015] When respective stacks are being formed by
the boxes falling off the discharge end of the Stacking
Conveyor and onto a vertical stacks accumulating region,
there is a potential downside of having the Stacking Con-
veyor at a substantial downward angle when first starting
a new stack. Depending on the cutouts required to make
the box, when the consecutive sheets are pressured
downward onto the top of the stack, the cutouts can catch
on edges of previously stacked boxes and cause jams.
As a result, and in accordance with one aspect of the
present disclosure, a solution is provided of avoiding hav-
ing a Stacking Deck operating without a substantial
downward angle for its incoming boxes.
[0016] In order to perform the Load Change Cycle, the
Shingle of Boxes should be selectively separated based
on the order settings in order to get the correct count in
each Load. The Box Maker and their customers expect
the box count in the Loads to be consistently accurate,
this being an aspect enabled by the present disclosure
of invention.
[0017] The fourth functional module downstream of the
Die Cutter will be referred to as the Hopper Function.
This is an area where the full stack of boxes or bundles
of boxes are formed by means stacking and it generally
includes an Accumulation means and it performs part of
the Load Change Cycle. The optimal Load Change Cycle
is one that can operate at the maximum speed capabil-
ities of the Rotary Die Cutter, can accumulate enough
boxes to allow for the variable time it takes to discharge
a completed Load from the Stacker, can handle both
Stream Mode and Shingle Mode operations, can reliably
split Loads between any of the Ups at an accurate count,
does not Scuff (e.g., abrade) the printed or other fine
surfaces of the boxes, makes a nicely tamped stack of
boxes and does not necessarily call for a Feed Interrupt
Time (thus enabling ZFI).
[0018] Some Stacking Apparatus require the individual
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boxes, Outs, to be separated laterally across the machine
in order to output individual side by side Bundles or Full
Stacks from the Hopper Function. This can be performed
during the Layboy Function as describe by US Patent
3,860,232, the Singling Function or the Stacking Function
as described by US Patent 5,026,249. In the Hopper
Function, making a clean separation between these side
by side Bundles or Full Stacks may be performed by the
Stacking Apparatus both during the building of the stack
and during the Load Change Cycle.
[0019] US 2010/0190626 discloses a sheets stream-
ing and stacking apparatus according to the preamble of
claim 1.
[0020] US 6,042,108 discloses a zero feed interrupt
sheet stacker.
[0021] US 3,419,266 discloses a method of separating
stacks of sheets according to the preamble of claim 11.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0022] According to one aspect a sheets streaming and
stacking apparatus is provided as claimed in claim 1.
According to another aspect a method of separating
stacks of sheets is provided as claimed in claim 11.
[0023] An improved Load Change Cycle Apparatus is
disclosed that can operate at the maximum speed capa-
bilities of the Rotary Die Cutter, can accumulate enough
boxes to accommodate for the variable time it takes to
discharge a Load, can handle both Stream Mode and
Shingle Mode operations, can reliably split Loads be-
tween any of the Ups at an accurate count, does not Scuff
(e.g., abrade) the printed or other fine surfaces of the
boxes, makes a nicely tamped stack of boxes, avoids
having a Stacking Deck operating without a substantial
downward angle for in-feeding boxes and does not re-
quire a Feed Interrupt Time.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024]

FIGURE 1 depicts a perspective view of a Die-Cut-
ting and Stacking Apparatus including an embodi-
ment of an Improved Stacker Load Change Cycle
Apparatus (ISLCCA) in accordance with the present
disclosure.

FIGURE 2 depicts an exploded perspective view of
various parts of the Die-Cutting and Stacking Appa-
ratus of Fig. 1.

FIGURE 3 depicts a perspective view of major sub-
assemblies related to the Improved Stacker Load
Change Cycle Apparatus of Fig. 1, with the Deck Lift
Assembly in close proximity of the Accumulator As-
sembly creating a small Hopper Size

FIGURE 4 depicts a cross section, partial view taken

along line A-A of Fig. 3 and showing a completed
first stack of boxes as well a nascent second stack
being supported by one of a plurality of Accumulator
Fingers interposed between the first and second
stacks.

FIGURE 5 depicts a perspective view of major sub-
assemblies related to the Improved Stacker Load
Change Cycle Apparatus of Fig. 1, with the Deck Lift
Assembly with a greater separation from the Accu-
mulator Assembly creating a larger Hopper Size

FIGURE 6 depicts a cross section, partial view taken
along line A-A of Fig. 5 and showing a nascent sec-
ond stack being supported by one of a plurality of
Accumulator Fingers interposed under a second
stack.

Figure 7 is a perspective view of the Deck Lift As-
sembly which has two sub-assemblies, a Trail Edge
Tamper Assembly which is integrated into the Stack
Deck Discharge End of the Stacking Deck and a
Cross Machine Stack Alignment System.

Figure 8 is a cross section, partial view along line A-
A from Figure 7 and showing relative dispositions of
various elements.

Figure 9A is a perspective view of the Stacking Deck.

Figure 9B is a simplified exploded partial perspective
view of the construction of the Stacking Deck Dis-
charge End of the Stacking Deck.

Figure 10A and 10B are side views with details along
line A-A of Figure 9A which shows placement of
Stacking Deck Belt Control Pulleys which are dis-
posed upstream of the respective Stacking Deck Dis-
charge Pulleys and which are also attaches to the
Pulley Teeth Weldments

Figures 11A and 11B are simplified perspective
views with details of the construction of Trail Edge
Tamper Assembly

Figures 12A, 12B and 12C are simplified perspective
views of the construction of the Trail Edge Tamper
Drive Assembly and the connections to the Trail
Edge Tampers.

Figure 13A is a simplified perspective view of the
construction of a Cross Machine Stack Alignment
System. Figure 13B is a detail perspective view of
an Accessory Rail System positioning drive system.
Figure 13C is a side view of a plurality of Accessory
Rail Supports Slides

Figure 14 is a side view of the Cross Machine Stack
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Alignment System.

Figures 15A, 15B, 15C and 15D provide a simplified
perspective view and detail views of the construction
of the Accessory Rail System.

Figure 16 is an end view of Figure 15A along line A-A.

Figures 17A and 17B provide a simplified perspec-
tive view and detail views of the lifting means in one
embodiment for the Deck Lift Assembly.

Figure 18 is an assembled perspective view showing
the Accumulator Assembly.

Figure 19 is an exploded perspective view of the Ac-
cumulator Assembly of Figure 18.

Figure 20 is a cross section along line A-A of Figure
18.

Figure 21 is a simplified perspective view of the Ac-
cumulator Lift Assembly and the Lower Stack Stop
Assembly.

Figures 22A, 22B and 22C depict the linkages that
allow the Computer Control System to selectively
change the downstream inclination angle of the Ac-
cumulator Fingers between horizontal, tilted up and
tilted down

Figures 23A, 23B and 23C depict the actuation sys-
tem which moves the Accumulator Side Rails hori-
zontally

Figures 24 is a simplified perspective view of the
Accumulator Lift Assembly and the Accumulator
Side Rails with the Backstop Assembly.

Figures 25A and 25B provide cross sectional detail
views of Figure 24 along line A-A.

Figures 26 is a simplified perspective view of the
Accumulator Sheet Support System from a generally
upstream view.

Figure 27 is a simplified perspective view of the Ac-
cumulator Sheet Support System from a down-
stream view.

Figures 28A and 28B area cross section detail views
of Figure 26 and 27 along line A-A.

Figures 29A and 29B are simplified perspective
views of the means for allowing the Accumulator Fin-
gers to pivot relative to the Accumulator Finger Cart
at pivot connection.

Figures 30A and 30B are detail non-exploded and
exploded views of the right side of apparatus of Fig-
ure 29A.

Figures 31A and 31B are detail non-exploded and
exploded views of the right side of apparatus of Fig-
ure 29B.

Figures 32A, 32B and 32C are detailed views of Fig-
ure 29A and 29B.

Figures 33A, 33B and 33C are side views of kine-
matic overlay state motion for the Accumulator Fin-
gers during pivoting motion.

Figures 34A and 34B provide a simplified perspec-
tive view and a detail view of the Trail Edge Comb.

Figures 35A and 35B Figures provide a side view
and detail view of Figure 34A along line A-A.

Figures 36A and 36B provide a simplified perspec-
tive views and detail view of drive system for hori-
zontally positioning the Accumulator Fingers.

Figures 37A and 37B provide a simplified perspec-
tive view and detail view of lifting means for the Ac-
cumulator Assembly.

Figure 38A shows a simplified perspective view of
an Up Stacker with just the mechanical elements that
convey its Boxes shown in order to illustrate and de-
fine some of key ideas.

Figure 38B depicts the relationship between the Cor-
rugated Sheet Stock fed into the Die Cutter and the
final Boxes produced.

Figures 39A and 39B provide a top planar view and
a detailed view of Figure 38A.

Figures 40A and 40B provide a perspective view and
a detail view which depicts a Stacking Apparatus
configured to operate in what is known as a Full Stack
Configuration with a Scanner System.

Figure 41A and 41B provide a perspective view and
a detail view which depicts a Stacking Apparatus
configured in what is known as a Full Stack And Bun-
dling Configuration with a Scanner System.

Figure 42A, 42B and 42C show kinematic overlay
snapshots of alternative possible initial states at the
start of a production run.

Figures 43 - 62 are kinematic overlay sequences
(motion snapshots) for an exemplary customer order
type where the Accumulation Sheet Support System
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is achieved by using the Backstop Lip and the Ac-
cumulator Fingers.

Figures 63 - 82 are kinematic overlay sequences
(motion snapshots) for an exemplary customer order
type where the Accumulation Sheet Support System
is achieved by using by using the Backstop Lip, the
Accumulator Fingers and the Trail Edge Comb.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] Figure 1 is an assembled perspective view of
an Improved Stacker Load Change Cycle Apparatus 6
(ISLCCA 6) in accordance with the present disclosure
where the ISLCCA 6 is shown within the context of a
complete Die-Cutting and Stacking Apparatus 183. The
Die Cutter 1 is the first apparatus in a sequential series
of apparatuses. Downstream of the Die Cutter 1, shown
is a Wheel Style Layboy 30 which performs the Layboy
Function 2. The next apparatus is a Diverting Transfer
Deck 31 which can perform the Shingling Function 3 and
the Separation Function 7. The next apparatus is a Stack-
ing Deck 33 which helps perform the Stacking Function
4. The next illustrated apparatus is the Improved Stacker
Load Change Cycle Apparatus 6 (ISLCCA 6) which per-
forms the Load Change Function 5 and which is closely
integrated into the Stacking Deck 33 and operatively con-
nected to a Gantry 36 as well as being operatively cou-
pled to a Computers Control System 50. The Improved
Stacker Load Change Cycle Apparatus 6 is made up by
two major sub-assemblies, the Deck Lift Assembly 38
and the Accumulator Assembly 39. Of importance, the
Deck Lift Assembly 38 and the Accumulator Assembly
39 are configured to be able to rise and lower independ-
ently of one another. As already implied, the Computer
Control System 50 is operatively coupled to various sen-
sors and actuators (e.g., motors) in the system and thus
is able to control various movements including controlling
the respective elevations of the Deck Lift Assembly 38
and the Accumulator Assembly 39 independently of one
another such that the spacing between these two major
assemblies can be varied or electronically geared by the
Computer Control System 50 to achieve desired coordi-
nated motions as will be further described below.
[0026] Figure 2 is an exploded perspective view of the
various apparatus in Figure 1 for clarity. Although the
Accumulator Assembly 39 is shown spaced above the
Stacking Deck 33 in Fig. 2, it will being understood later
below that a Linear Space 29 (see briefly Figs. 10A-10B)
is defined under a box discharging end of the illustrated
Stacking Deck 33 where the Linear Space 29 can serve
as a parking space accommodating an Accumulator Fin-
gers Assembly 129 (see briefly Fig. 18) and an Trail Edge
Comb Assembly 130 of the Accumulator Assembly 39
where the accommodated assemblies 129 and 130 can
emerge from the parking space (Linear Space 29) to pro-
vide temporary underneath support for a forming nascent
stack of boxes (e.g., 14’" of Fig. 4) while a previously

completed other stack 14" still resides below prior to be-
ing conveyed away. In other words, the Stacking Deck
33 and Accumulator Assembly 39 combine to form a scis-
sor-like structure with some part of the Accumulator As-
sembly 39 (e.g., 129 and 130 of Fig. 18) residing below
the discharge end (e.g., 45) of the Stacking Deck 33 and
some parts (e.g., Backstop 63 of Fig. 4) extending to be
above the discharge end (e.g., 45).
[0027] Figure 3 is a perspective view of the major sub-
assemblies related to the Improved Stacker Load
Change Cycle Apparatus 6. The Deck Lift Assembly 38
is connected to the Stacking Deck 33 which has a Stack-
ing Deck Discharge End 41 at a downstream end of the
Stacking Deck 33 and a Stacking Deck Entry End 42 at
an upstream end of the Stacking Deck 33. Vertical recip-
rocal motion of Deck Lift Frame 38 enables the Stacking
Deck 33 to build stacks of boxes by raising the Stacking
Deck Discharge End 41, which raising motion is com-
monly referred to as Up Stacking. An alternate configu-
ration would be to limit the vertical motion of the Deck
Lift Frame 38, even to zero motion and raise and lower
the Load Conveyor 73 relative to the Deck Lift Frame 38
which is commonly referred to as Down Stacking. The
Accumulator Assembly 39 is not mechanically fixedly
connected to the Deck Lift Assembly 38 nor to the Stack-
ing Deck 33 but rather is operatively connected to Gantry
36 (see briefly Fig. 17A). The Gantry 36 and means for
controlling the elevation of Deck Lift Assembly 38 and
Accumulator Assembly 39 have been removed from Fig.
3 for clarity. A Dynamic Hopper 40 which is a region where
boxes of a nascent stack (e.g., 14’" of Fig. 4) accumulate
is shown as being smaller in the illustrated state of Fig.
3 where the Deck Lift Assembly 38 and the Accumulator
Assembly 39 have been respectively moved elevation-
ally to be in close proximity to each other.
[0028] Figure 4 is a cross section, partial view A-A from
Figure 3 focusing on the elements which make up the
Improved Stacker Load Change Cycle Apparatus 6 while
in a state where a nascent second stack 14’" of boxes is
beginning to accumulate above an already completed
first stack 14" of boxes before the first stack 14" is con-
veyed away (see briefly floor conveyor 44 of Fig. 38A).
In other words, Fig. 4 shows a state where Boxes 10 of
respective first and second stack or Loads, 14" and 14"’
have been added. Three Boxes 10 for the new nascent
Load 14’" are shown already accumulated in the Dynamic
Hopper 49 with a fourth box falling into position. A portion
of the completed first stack or Load 14"(top portion only
shown) is still disposed under the Accumulator Assembly
39 awaiting to be conveyed away further downstream in
order to clear out a deposition spot on a not-shown con-
veyor (see briefly floor conveyor 44 of Fig. 38A) for the
nascent but growing nascent new Load 14"’. The key
illustrated elements include a Stacking Deck Discharge
Surface 45 which in this case is the top of the Stacking
Deck Belt 47 which wraps around the top crown of the
Stacking Deck Discharge Pulley 46. An Accumulation
Sheet Support System 48 is created by at least three
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elements, namely, a downstream-wise retractable lead
edge support (also referred to in one embodiment as the
Backstop Lip 54), an upstream-wise retractable trail edge
support (also referred to in one embodiment as the Trail
Edge Comb 55) and an upstream-wise retractable center
support (also referred to in one embodiment as the Ac-
cumulator Fingers 53). These three support surfaces only
need to be roughly planar relative to one another as the
Boxes 10 of the supported growing nascent new Load
14"’ are flexible. The Backstop Lip 54 provides lead edge
support to the Box Lead Edge 51 of the lowermost or first
box in the nascent second stack 14"’. The Trail Edge
Comb 55 provides trail edge support to the Box Trail Edge
52 of the lowermost or first box in the nascent second
stack 14"’. The Accumulator Fingers 53 provide center
underneath support to the Boxes 10 of the nascent new
Load 14"’. The Accumulator Fingers 53 each have an
Accumulator Finger Lead Edge 187 (see briefly the kin-
ematic snapshot of Fig. 52) where that Finger Lead Edge
187 is first to enter the Hopper area when a new stack
14’" is to be formed as being separated from a previous
stack 14". A vertical dimension referred to as the Hopper
Size 56 is defined as the vertical distance from the Stack-
ing Deck Discharge Surface 45 to the planar support sur-
face defined by the Accumulation Sheet Support System
48 (e.g., by bottom box contact elements 53, 54 and 55).
[0029] Figure 5 is a perspective view illustrating key
major sub-assemblies related to the Improved Stacker
Load Change Cycle Apparatus 6 similar to Figure 3 ex-
cept that in the illustrated state, the completed Load
14" has been conveyed away from the area and the Hop-
per Size 56 of the Dynamic Hopper 40 is larger in this
view since the Deck Lift Assembly 38 and the Accumu-
lator Assembly 39 are respectively elevationally moved
to not be in close proximity to each other.
[0030] Figure 6 is a cross section, partial view A-A from
Figure 5 focusing on some of the elements which make
up the Improved Stacker Load Change Cycle Apparatus
6. In this view, more Boxes 10 of the growing nascent
Load 14"’ have been added. In other words, a larger
number of Boxes 10 for the nascent new Load 14"’ are
show disposed in the increased height of the Dynamic
Hopper 49. This is so because the Deck Lift Assembly
38 and the Accumulator Assembly 39 have been eleva-
tionally separated so as to not be in close proximity to
each other and thus the Hopper Size 56 has increased
allowing for the additional Boxes 10. The vertical height
of the Backstop 63 is sufficient to allow for the nascent
Load 14’" to continue to be built up and simultaneously
have its upper portion tamped by Trail Edge Tampers 62
as Deck Lift Assembly 38 and Accumulator Assembly 39
are elevationally move apart from each other. The ability
of the Accumulator Assembly 39 to move independently
of the Deck Lift Assembly 38 and thus independently of
the Stacking Deck Discharge Surface 45 means that this
system is able to also perform a partial amount of stack
building by means of DownStacking (e.g., by means of
having the Accumulation Sheet Support System 48 (e.g.,

bottom box contact elements 53, 54 and 55) move down-
wardly relative to a temporarily elevationally stationary
Stacking Deck Discharge Surface 45).
[0031] Figure 7 is a perspective view of the Deck Lift
Assembly 38 which has two sub-assemblies, a Trail Edge
Tamper Assembly 64 which is integrated into the Stack
Deck Discharge End 41 of the Stacking Deck 33 and a
Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57. The Deck
Lift Frame 66 has Deck Lift Chain Attachments 68 which
operatively connect to the Gantry 36 in order to allow the
Computer Control System 50 to selectively change the
elevation of Deck Lift Assembly 38 and thus the elevation
of the Stack Deck Discharge End 41 from which down-
stream conveyed boxes may be discharged into the ver-
tical stacks accumulating area (which area includes the
Dynamic Hopper 49). The Deck Lift Frame 66 has a Deck
Pivot Connection 67 pivotally coupled to the Stacker
Deck 33 such that as the elevation of the Deck Lift As-
sembly 38 changes, the elevation of the Stacking Deck
Discharge Surface 45 also changes.
[0032] The Stack Deck Discharge End 41 of the Stack-
ing Deck 33 and the Trail Edge Tamper Assembly 64 has
a plurality of Finger Gaps 65 respectively interposed be-
tween respective pairs of the Stacking Deck Discharge
Pulleys 46. The Finger Gaps 65 define part of a parking
space and allow Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187
(finger tips) of the Accumulator Fingers 53 to selectively
project out of the gaps-defined portion of the parking
space so as to interject themselves being a selected pair
of discharged Boxes 10 (a first belonging to a completing
first stack (e.g., 14" of Fig. 4) and a second belonging to
a nascent second stack (e.g., 14’" of Fig. 4) forming above
the first stack). The Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187
(finger tips) of the Accumulator Fingers 53 can be inter-
jected in relatively close proximity to Stacking Deck Dis-
charge Surfaces 45 off of which Boxes 10 falling into the
vertical stacks accumulating area (which area includes
the Dynamic Hopper 49) tend to fall in an orderly fashion
for forming generally vertical stacks. When a Box Trail
Edge 52 of a respective and downstream moving Box 10
first leaves the Stacking Deck Discharge Surface 45 it is
quite orderly, which is to say that there will be a gap quite
consistent based on the speed of the Stacking Deck Belts
47 that convey the Box and based on the Up Shingle
Ratio 22 and/or the Sheet Shingle Ratio 23. However,
the further the Box Trail Edge 52 advances beyond the
Stacking Deck Discharge Surface 45 and begins to fall
(or droop because it is no longer supported from under-
neath), the gap between it and the further upstream
sheets begins to vary based on multiple factors. One fac-
tor is air resistance, which can affect wide sheets incon-
sistently across the width of the machine. A second factor
is lateral skew where if the Boxes 10 are slightly skewed
such that one side starts falling (drooping down) before
the other side of the same box, the behavior across the
width of the machine can be inconsistent. A third factor
is based on the randomness of the friction that occurs
between the box and the guiding surfaces it encounters,
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in this case the Backstop 63 and the Trail Edge Tampers
62.
[0033] Figure 8 is a cross section, partial view A-A from
Figure 7 and showing relative dispositions of various el-
ements described herein including the Stacking Deck
Belts 47, the Stacking Deck Discharge Surfaces 45 and
the Trail Edge Tampers 62.
[0034] Figure 9A is a perspective view of the Stacking
Deck 33. As seen, the construction of the Stacking Deck
Discharge End 41 of the Stacking Deck 33 is such that
a plurality of Finger Gaps 65 exists, each respectively
disposed between a respective pair of the Stacking Deck
Discharge Pulleys 46.
[0035] Figure 9B is a simplified exploded partial per-
spective view of the construction of the Stacking Deck
Discharge End 41 of the Stacking Deck 33. Stacking
Deck Frame 69 has a comb like construction with Pulley
Teeth Weldments 70 which allows mounting a plurality
of Stacking Deck Discharge Pulleys 46 across the ma-
chine while still creating the Finger Gaps 65 and providing
respective belt paths for the Stacking Deck Belts 47. The
Stacking Deck Discharge Pulleys 46 are held in place by
Trail Edge Tamper Rollers, which in one embodiment,
are Cam Followers, providing both the holding force on
the Stacking Deck Discharge Pulleys 46 and providing a
horizontal constraint for the oscillating motion of the os-
cillating Trail Edge Tampers 62 (whose oscillation will be
detailed below).
[0036] Figure 10A and 10B shows placement of Stack-
ing Deck Belt Control Pulleys 71 which are disposed up-
stream of the respective Stacking Deck Discharge Pul-
leys 46 and which are also attaches to the Pulley Teeth
Weldments 70. The Stacking Deck Belt Control Pulleys
71 control the belt paths of the Stacking Deck Belts 47
such that when the Stacking Deck Discharge End 41 of
the Stacking Deck 33 is elevated to its maximum, the
amount of Linear Space 29 made available for parking
therein of various components of the Improved Stacker
Load Change Cycle Apparatus 6 (e.g., the Accumulator
Fingers Assembly 129 and the Trail Edge Comb Assem-
bly 130) is sufficient. (It is to be understood that as the
elevation angle of the Stacking Deck Discharge End 41
decreases, even more space is created. However, the
critical issue is how much parking space is available for
the to be parked components when the elevation angle
of the Stacking Deck Discharge End 41 is maximized.)
As can be seen in Fig. 10B, two of the Stacking Deck
Belt Control Pulleys 71 are spaced apart from one an-
other so as to increase the lateral dimension of the avail-
able Linear Space 29 in the upstream direction. The
downstream end of the Linear Space 29 terminates with
the downstream circumferential extent of the Stacking
Deck Discharge Pulley 46. Components parked in the
Linear Space 29 can be selectively moved in the down-
stream direction to interject between boxes 10 accumu-
lating in the vertical stacks accumulating region and can
thereafter be retracted so as to be parked outside of the
stacks accumulating region and not interfering with boxes

falling into the stacks accumulating region. (See briefly
and for example, kinematic snapshot Fig. 49 showing
parking of the Accumulator Fingers 53.)
[0037] Figure 11A and 11B are simplified perspective
views of the construction of Trail Edge Tamper Assembly
64. Trail Edge Tamper Drive Assembly 88 is operatively
connected to the Deck Lift Frame 66. Stacking Deck 33
has a Deck Pivot Connection 67 pivotally coupled to the
Deck Lift Frame 66. Only a reduced portion of Stacker
Deck 33 is shown in these figures for clarity. The Pulley
Teeth Weldments 70, the Stacking Deck Discharge Pul-
ley 46, and the Trail Edge Tamper Rollers 72 are shown
providing a vertical constraint for the Trail Edge Tampers
62 by engaging with them in the Trail Edge Tamper Slide
Slots 89.
[0038] Figure 12A, 12B and 12C are simplified per-
spective views of the construction of the Trail Edge
Tamper Drive Assembly 88 and the connections to the
Trail Edge Tampers 62. The Trail Edge Tamper Drive
Frame 90 is connected to the Deck Lift Frame 66 by a
Trail Edge Assembly Pivot Connection 91. Also connect-
ed to the Deck Lift Frame 66 is a Trail Edge Tamper Motor
82 which drives the motive input of a Trail Edge Crank
83 with a Crank Belt 84 and Crank Pulleys 85. The output
shaft of the Trail Edge Crank 83 is connected to Trail
Edge Tamper Drive Frame 90 by spring loaded Trail Edge
Drive Linkage 86. Actuation of the Trail Edge Tamper
Motor 82 causes the Trail Edge Tamper Drive Frame 90
to oscillate about Trail Edge Assembly Pivot Connection
91. One or more of the Trail Edge Tampers are rigidly
connected to a Trail Edge Swing Bar 92 with the other
Trail Edge Tampers 62 being connected to Trail Edge
Tamper Drive Frame 90 by way of a Trail Edge Spherical
Connection 87 through Trail Edge Swing Bar 92. This
constrains the back portion of the Trail Edge Tamper 62
to follow an arc motion of the Trail Edge Tamper Drive
Frame 90 and also constrains in the cross machine di-
rection. A pair of Trail Edge Tamper Rollers 72 engage
the Trail Edge Tamper Slide Slots 89 providing a vertical
constraint for the downstream end of the Trail Edge
Tampers 62. As a result, the Trail Edge Tampers 62 will
oscillate such that each Trail Edge Tamping Surface 79
stays roughly vertical with the closest to vertical orienta-
tion being when fully extended downstream towards the
area of the Dynamic Hopper. A Trail Edge Sensor 93
gives the Computer Control System 50 feedback to track
the position of the Trail Edge Tamping Surfaces 79 and
thus allows the Computer Control System 50 to selec-
tively position the surface in order to optimize the verti-
cally aligned stacking of the Boxes 10 by use of the lat-
erally oscillating Trail Edge Tampers 62. For instance,
when dropping the nascent Load 14’" onto the Load Con-
veyor 14 (see briefly Fig. 47), having the Trail Edge
Tamping Surface 79 pause while fully extended in the
downstream direction helps with the load quality.
[0039] Figure 13A is a simplified perspective view of
the construction of a Cross Machine Stack Alignment
System 57. Figure 13B is a detail perspective view of an
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Accessory Rail System 94 positioning drive system. Fig-
ure 13C is a side view of a plurality of Accessory Rail
Supports Slides 95. These views detail the degrees of
freedom afforded for horizontal motion of the Accessory
Rail System 94 in the material flow direction. The Acces-
sory Rail System 94 provides a vertical degree of freedom
and a cross machine degree of freedom for the sub-as-
sembly Stack Side Dividers 58 and Stack Side Tampers
59. The Stack Side Tampers 59 tamper loads in the cross
machine direction so as to provide loads that are not only
squared along their upstream and downstream sides but
also generally vertically aligned along their opposed
cross machine facing sides. (See briefly Fig. 38A.) The
Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is operatively
connected to Deck Lift Assembly 38 and thus changes
elevation with vertical movement of the Deck Lift Assem-
bly 38.
[0040] Accessory Rail Motor 97 is mounted to the Deck
Lift Frame 66 and drives the Accessory Rail Synchroniz-
ing Shaft 98 with chain 99 and sprockets 100. The Ac-
cessory Rail Synchronizing Shaft 98 in turn drives the
Accessory Rail Positioning Chains 101 which are oper-
atively connected at to Accessory Rail Supports 96 by
way of an Accessory Rail Support Chain Connect 102.
Accessory Rail Supports 96 are constrained by the Ac-
cessory Rail Support Slides 95 which are connected to
the Deck Lift Frame 66 such that the Accessory Rail Sys-
tem 94 is cantilevered from the Deck Lift Frame 66.
[0041] Figure 14 is a side view of the Cross Machine
Stack Alignment System 57. The relationship of the Stack
Side Alignment Surfaces 60’ and 60" to the Stack Build
Elevation 61 is dynamic and important for quality stack
building. More specifically and as detailed below, the
Stack Side Alignment Surfaces 60’ and 60" are from time
to time moved vertically out of the way so that the Accu-
mulator Fingers 53 can be interjected into the vertical
stacks accumulating area for separating a completing
first stack from a newly beginning and thus nascent sec-
ond stack.
[0042] Figure 15A is a simplified perspective view of
the construction of the Accessory Rail System 94. Figure
15B and 15C are detailed views of Figure 15A with ad-
ditional items removed for clarity. Figure 15D is an ex-
ploded perspective view of Figure 15C.
[0043] Figure 16 is an end view of Figure 15A along
line A-A. A cutaway is used on the middle of the Acces-
sory Rail to show an Accessory Rail Pinion Shaft 123.
[0044] An Accessory Rail Frame 118 is attached and
supported by the Accessory Rail Supports 96. The Ac-
cessory Rail 120 is the structure upon which the various
stack alignment accessories can attach and move in the
cross machine direction. Two of these accessories are
the Stack Side Dividers 58 and the Stack Side Tampers
59. Their ability to be positioned in the cross machine
direction can be manual, motorized or automatically po-
sitioned by means of known technology including for ex-
ample servo driven electrical and/or pneumatic motors.
The Improved Stacker Load Change Cycle Apparatus 6

has the ability to vertically position the Accessory Rail
120 selectively by the Computer Control System 50. In
this embodiment, there are three distinct positions, one
of them being where the Stack Side Alignment Surfaces
60’ and 60" are moved vertically out of the way so that
the Accumulator Fingers 53 can be interjected into the
stacks accumulating area for separating a completing
first stack from a newly beginning and thus nascent sec-
ond stack. An alternate option would include using a var-
iable positioning actuator.
[0045] The Accessory Rail 120 is constrained to move
only vertically by Accessory Rail Rollers 119 which are
operatively connected to Accessory Rail 120 and are
guided by Accessory Rail Slotted Guides 121 which are
operatively connected to the Accessory Rail Frame 118.
In order to constrain the Accessory Rail 120 to stay rel-
atively horizontal, a synchronizing rack and pinion sys-
tem is implemented with Accessory Rail Pinions 122 on
both ends of Accessory Rail Pinion Shaft 123. The Ac-
cessory Rail Racks 124 operatively connect to the Ac-
cessory Rail Frame 118.
[0046] The Accessory Rail 120 actuators are symmet-
rically positioned in the cross machine direction. Acces-
sory Rail Full Stroke Cylinders 125 are provided and op-
eratively connected between the Accessory Rail Frame
118 and the Accessory Rail 120. A second independent
pair to Accessory Rail Limiting Cylinders 126 are con-
nected to the Accessory Rail Frame 118 and positioned
so that when extended an Accessory Rail Limiting Sur-
face 127 will effectively stop the Accessory Rail 120 from
going all the way to its full up position. The effective
strength of Accessory Rail Limiting Cylinders 126 are
greater than that of Accessory Rail Full Stroke Cylinders
125. This allows the Computer Control System 50 to se-
lectively position the Accessory Rail 120 in a Down Po-
sition 74 by extending Accessory Rail Full Stroke Cylin-
ders 125. This also allows the Computer Control System
50 to selectively position the Accessory Rail 120 in an
Up Position 76 (see briefly Fig. 58) by retracting both
Accessory Rail Full Stroke Cylinders 125 and Accessory
Rail Limiting Cylinders 126. This further allows the Com-
puter Control System 50 to selectively position the Ac-
cessory Rail 120 in a Middle Position 75 (see briefly Fig.
46) by retracting the Accessory Rail Full Stroke Cylinders
125 and extending the Accessory Rail Limiting Cylinders
126.
[0047] Figure 17A is a simplified perspective view of
the lifting means in one embodiment for the Deck Lift
Assembly 38. Figure 17B is a detail view of 17A. Most
components have been removed for clarity showing pri-
marily the Deck Lift Frame 66, a portion of the Gantry 36
and the elements that actually perform the lifting and pro-
vide constraints. Besides the single motor, all other ele-
ments are symmetrical across the machine. Deck Lift
Gear-Motor 103 drives a Deck Lift Synchronizing Shaft
104. Deck Lift Drive Sprockets 105 convert the torque
into a drive force in Deck Lift Chains 106. The Deck Lift
Chains 106 follow the paths defined by Deck Lift Idler
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Sprockets 107 which operatively connected to the Gantry
36. The Deck Lift Chains 106 attach to the Deck Lift
Frame 66 at the Deck Lift Chain Attachments 68.
[0048] The Deck Lift Assembly 38 is constrained to
move only vertically. Vertical Rails 108 operatively con-
nect to the Gantry 36. Deck Lift Slide Blocks 109 are
mounted to the Deck Lift Frame 66 and attach to the
Vertical Rails 108.
[0049] Figure 18 is an assembled perspective view
showing the nascent stacks Accumulator Assembly 39.
This assembly has the following sub-assemblies, a Back-
stop Assembly 128 extending both vertically and in the
cross machine direction and against which lead edges
of downstream flung boxes engage, the Accumulator Fin-
gers Assembly 129 extending in the cross machine di-
rection, the Trail Edge Comb Assembly 130 also extend-
ing in the cross machine direction, Accumulator Side
Rails 131 extending in the downstream direction, the
Lower Stack Stop Assembly 133 (see briefly Figs. 19-20)
and the Accumulator Lift Assemblies 132.
[0050] Figure 19 is an exploded perspective view of
the Accumulator Assembly 39.
[0051] Figure 20 is a cross section, view A-A from Fig-
ure 18.
[0052] Figure 21 is a simplified perspective view of the
Accumulator Lift Assemblies 132 and the Lower Stack
Stop Assembly 133.
[0053] Each Accumulator Lift Assembly 132 has an Ac-
cumulator Lift Frame 134. Attached to each Accumulator
Lift Frame 134 is a pair of Accumulator Side Rail Slide
Blocks 135 which will allow the Accumulator Side Rails
131 to maintain the same elevation as the Accumulator
Lift Assembly 132 and have a degree of freedom in the
material flow direction. Attached to each Accumulator Lift
Frame 134 is a plurality of Accumulator Finger Chain
Idler Sprockets 136. These control a chain path that
drives the Accumulator Fingers Assembly horizontally.
(In one embodiment, the Accumulator Fingers 53 may
also be rotated about their upstream ends --see briefly
Figs. 51-56.)
[0054] The Lower Stack Stop Assembly 133 is at-
tached to each Accumulator Lift Frame 134 with a pivot
connection which allows the Lower Stack Stop Comb 137
to move closer and mesh with the bottoms of the Accu-
mulator Fingers 53 when near the Load Conveyor (see
briefly Figs. 64-65). During the dropping of a stack onto
the Load Conveyor 73, the Lower Stack Stop Comb 137
provides a surface to help maintain the quality of the stack
during this process.
[0055] Figures 22A, 22B and 22C depict the linkages
that allow the Computer Control System 50 to selectively
change the downstream inclination angle of the Accumu-
lator Fingers 53 between horizontal, tilted up and tilted
down. The Accumulator Finger Assembly 129 has Accu-
mulator Finger Tilt Rollers 138 which can be forced down
to cause the Accumulator Fingers 53 to move from their
normal tilted down positions (see briefly Fig. 58 where
upper box supporting surfaces of the Accumulator Fin-

gers tilt down) to either horizontal positions (see briefly
Fig. 60 where upper box supporting surfaces of the Ac-
cumulator Fingers are horizontal when supporting center
of box lengths) or tilt up positions (see briefly Fig. 53
where Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187 (finger tips)
of the Accumulator Fingers 53 interject to catch the trail-
ing edge of the first box (sheet) of a new nascent stack).
When the Accumulator Fingers 53 are in relatively close
proximity to the Accumulator Lift Assemblies 132, the
Finger Tilt Linkage 139 can apply force onto Accumulator
Finger Tilt Rollers 138 by way of its Finger Tilt Horizontal
Bar 140. The three position Finger Tilt Cylinder 141 (of
one embodiment), when actuated selectively by the
Computer Control System 50 can either leave the Accu-
mulator Fingers 53 in the tilt down position, or rotate them
into the horizontal position or to the tilt up position.
[0056] Figures 23A, 23B and 23C depict the actuation
system which moves the Accumulator Side Rails 131 hor-
izontally. Accumulator Side Rail Motors 142 drive corre-
sponding Accumulator Side Rail Timing Belts 143 with
drive pulleys 144 and idler pulleys 145. The Accumulator
Side Rails 131 are operatively attached to respective Ac-
cumulator Side Rail Timing Belts 143 in order to allow
the Accumulator Side Rail Motors 142 to position the
Backstop Assembly 128. The Accumulator Side Rail Mo-
tors 142 can be either stepper or other types of motors
controlled with feedback in order to keep track of posi-
tioning. The Computer Control System 50 is used to elec-
tronically synchronize both of the Accumulator Side Rails
131 so they remain synchronized with respect to the
cross machine direction.
[0057] Figures 24, 25A and 25B depict the Accumula-
tor Lift Assembly 132 and the Accumulator Side Rails
131 with the Backstop Assembly 128 provided at the
downstream end. The Accumulator Side Rails 131 have
two linear rails each. The Backstop Linear Rail 146 slides
in the Accumulator Side Rail Slide Blocks 135 which al-
lows the Backstop Assembly 128 to be selectively posi-
tioned horizontally relative to the Accumulator Lift As-
semblies 132. The second linear rail is the Accumulator
Linear Rail 147 which allows for the respective selective
horizontal motions of the Accumulator Fingers Assembly
129 and Trail Edge Comb Assembly 130 respectively.
The Backstop Assembly 128 has a vertical element re-
ferred to as the Backstop 63 and a dynamic element re-
ferred to as the Backstop Lip 54 where the Backstop Lip
54 is selectively interjectable into and retractable out of
the vertical stacks accumulating region. In one embodi-
ment (see briefly kinematic snapshot Figs. 60-61) the
Backstop Lip 54 is moveable via a hinge connection be-
tween vertical and horizontal positions. Backstop Lip Cyl-
inders 148 are operatively connected to the Backstop Lip
54 which allows the Computer Control System 50 to se-
lectively move the Backstop Lip between its vertical po-
sition in which it is retracted out of the stacks accumulat-
ing region (see briefly Fig. 60) and its horizontal position
in which it is interjected into the stacks accumulating re-
gion (see briefly Fig. 61). The structure of the Backstop
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Assembly 128 keeps the Accumulator Side Rails 131
from rotating about the Backstop Linear Rails 146.
[0058] Figures 26, 27 and 28 depict three sub-assem-
blies of the Accumulation Sheet Support System 48.
These are the Backstop Assembly 128, the Accumulator
Fingers Assembly 129 and the Trail Edge Comb Assem-
bly 130. The Accumulator Fingers Assembly 129 and the
Trail Edge Comb Assembly 130 are able to move hori-
zontally by their connection to the Accumulator Side Rails
131 with Accumulator Finger Slide Blocks 149 and Trail
Edge Comb Slide Blocks 150.
[0059] In Figures 26, 27, 28A and 28B the Accumulator
Fingers 53 are able to move horizontally (so as to come
to be interjected into the stacks accumulating region or
conversely so as to come to be retracted out of the stacks
accumulating region and instead parked in Linear Space
29) due to the connection to the Accumulator Finger Cart
154 and due to the Accumulator Finger Slide Blocks 149
connection to Accumulator Linear Rail 147. Chain con-
nections Accumulator Finger Chain Attachments 155 al-
low selectively actuating the horizontal positions of the
Accumulator Fingers 53.
[0060] In Figures 29A, 29B, 30A, 30B, 31A, 31B, 32A,
32B, 32C, 33A, 33B and 33C, means are shown for al-
lowing the Accumulator Fingers 53 to pivot relative to the
Accumulator Finger Cart 154 at pivot connection 156.
Based on gravity and the torque provided by Tracking
Timing Belts 162 (see Figure 26), the Accumulator Fin-
gers 53 naturally want to tilt down to the Tilt Down Position
176 and are limited by Accumulator Finger Tilt Down Stop
161. Accumulator Finger Cam Blocks 157 are attached
to each end to the Accumulator Fingers 53. The Accu-
mulator Finger Cam Blocks 157 have Linkage Control
Rollers 158 which when in close proximity of the Finger
Tilt Linkages 139 can be pressed down by the Finger Tilt
Horizontal Bars 140 (see Figure 22A, 22B and 22C)
which will tilt the Accumulator Fingers 53 to either the
Horizontal Position 174 or the Tilt Up Position 175. The
Accumulator Finger Cam Blocks 157 also have Backstop
Control Rollers 159 which when the Accumulator Fingers
53 are in close proximity to the Backstop Assembly 128
will engage the Backstop Tilt Control Guide 160. The
profile of the contacting surface of the Backstop Tilt Con-
trol Guide 160 allows the relative horizontal position of
the Accumulator Finger Cam Blocks 157 to variably con-
trol the tilt of the Accumulator Fingers 53 from down to
horizontal and even some what tilted up based on the
selection of the Computer Control System 50.
[0061] Tracking Timing Belts 162 (see Fig. 27) attach
from the Backstop Assembly 128 and are selectively ten-
sioned by Tracking Timing Belt Cylinders 163. The path
of the Tracking Timing Belts 162 snake through the Ac-
cumulator Finger Cam Blocks 157 and wrap around Fin-
ger Belt Timing Pulley 164 and are controlled by Finger
Belt Timing Idlers 165. The Finger Belt Timing Shaft 166
is driven by Finger Belt Timing Pulley 164 which in turn
drives Finger Belt Timing Sprockets 167. The Finger Belt
Timing Sprockets 167 drive the Finger Belts 168 which

respectively circumferentially move about the circumfer-
ences of the respective Accumulator Fingers 53. The link-
age between the Finger Belt Timing Sprockets 167 and
the Finger Belts 168 results in the top surfaces of the
Finger Belts 168 having essentially no motion relative to
the bottom surface of the lowest supported Box 10 of a
nascent stack as the Accumulator Fingers 53 are selec-
tively moved horizontally. This results in avoiding scuffing
(e.g., abrading) printed or other fine surfaces of the lowest
supported Box 10 as the Accumulator Fingers 53 move
horizontally.
[0062] In Figures 34A, 34B, 35A and 35B the Trail Edge
Comb Assembly 130 is shown to have a Trail Edge Comb
Weldment 151 which stays horizontal and the Trail Edge
Comb Tines 152 can nest into Trail Edge Tampers 62
when the Accumulator Assembly 39 and Deck Lift As-
sembly 38 are in close proximity. Trail Edge Cylinders
153 are connected to valves and the Computer Control
System 50 to selectively apply extending force to the Trail
Edge Comb Weldment 151 but the actual positioning of
the Trail Edge Comb Weldment 151 is controlled by the
position of the Accumulator Fingers Assembly 129 which
shares the same Accumulator Linear Rails 147.
[0063] Figures 36A and 36B are perspective views of
drive system for horizontally positioning the Accumulator
Fingers 53. Accumulator Finger Motor 169 operatively
drives Accumulator Finger Synchronizing Shaft 170
which in turn drives the Accumulator Finger Drive Sprock-
ets 171 which convert the torque into force in Accumu-
lator Finger Chains 172. The path of Accumulator Finger
Chains 172 is controlled by Accumulator Finger Drive
Idlers 173. Accumulator Finger Chains 172 attach to Ac-
cumulator Finger Chain Attachments 155 which allows
the Accumulator Finger Motor 169 to control the horizon-
tal position of the Accumulator Fingers 53. As the Accu-
mulator Finger Assembly 129 is mounted to Accumulator
Assembly 39 which also move vertically, the Computer
Control System 50 is employed together with use of elec-
tronic gear or coordinated motion to control the relative
position of the Accumulator Finger Assembly 129 by
means of known technology such as for example, servo
controlled electrical or pneumatic motors.
[0064] Figure 37A is a simplified perspective view of
lifting means for the Accumulator Assembly 39. Figure
37B is a detail view of a portion of 37A. Most components
have been removed for clarity showing primarily the Ac-
cumulator Lift Frames 110, a portion of the Gantry 36
and the elements that actually perform the lifting and pro-
vide constraints. Besides the single motor, all other ele-
ments are symmetrical across the machine. Accumulator
Lift Gear-Motor 111 drives Accumulator Lift Synchroniz-
ing Shaft 112. Accumulator Lift Drive Sprockets 113 con-
verts the torque into force in Accumulator Lift Chains 114.
The Accumulator Lift Chain 114 follows the path defined
by Accumulator Lift Idler Sprockets 115 which operatively
connected to the Gantry 36. The Accumulator Lift Chains
114 attach to the Accumulator Lift Frame 110 at the Ac-
cumulator Lift Chain Attachments 117.
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[0065] The Accumulator Assembly 39 is itself con-
strained to move only vertically. Vertical Rails 108 oper-
atively connect to the Gantry 36. Accumulator Lift Slide
Blocks 117 are mounted to Accumulator Lift Frames 110
and attach to the Vertical Rails 108.
[0066] Figures 38A, 39A and 39B show a simplified
perspective view of an Up Stacker 8 with just the me-
chanical elements that convey its Boxes 10 shown in
order to illustrate and define some of key ideas. Figure
38B depicts the relationship between the Corrugated
Sheet Stock fed into the Die Cutter and the final Boxes
produced. Assume the customer order is for a medium
size box, detailed in Figure 16B, where the Corrugated
Sheet Stock 9 is being die cut by the Rotary Die Cutter
1 into two Ups 16’ and 16" and three Outs 15’, 15" and
15"’. The Outs 15 are being completely cut by the Rotary
Die Cutter 1. The Boxes 10 then are being conveyed
through the Layboy Function by a Wheel Style Layboy
30. The Shingling Function and Box Separation 32 are
performed by the Diverting Transfer Deck 31. As this is
a two Up 16’, 16" order, there is a Sheet Shingle Ratio
23 and an Up Shingle Ratio 22 shown in Figure 39A. As
the three Shingle Streams 34’, 34" and 34’" exit the Di-
verting Transfer Deck 31 they progress up the Stacking
Deck 33. At the discharge end of the Stacking Deck 33,
the three Shingle Streams 34 pass through the Improved
Stacker Load Change Cycle Apparatus 6 resulting in the
outputting of three Full Stacks 13’, 13" and 13" of boxes
that are placed relatively close to each other in the cross
machine direction in nicely tamped stacks on the floor
conveyor 44. These three stacks 13’, 13" and 13" con-
stitute a Load 14’ is then processed out the exit end of
the machine and a nascent new Load 14’" created in the
vertical stacks accumulating region using Zero Feed In-
terrupt Time (meaning that the flow of boxes up Stacking
Deck 33 is not interrupted even though separate Loads
such as 14’ and 14" are being produced). All the details
of the Improved Stacker Load Change Cycle Apparatus
6 are not shown in Figures 38A and 39A for sake of clarity.
[0067] Figure 40A depicts a Stacking Apparatus 183
configured to operate in what is known as a Full Stack
Configuration 181 where respective Loads are built at
the end of the illustrated Stacking Apparatus 183 (in a
vertical stacks accumulating region) and then discharged
straight out the end of the machine on one or more pro-
vided Floor Conveyors 184. During the Load Change Cy-
cle there can be many hazards near the machinery and
detecting presence of an operator and stopping the haz-
ardous situation is desired. The challenge is that the
Loads should expeditiously exit the system and ideally
not cause a substantial loss in production rate. An optical
area Scanner 177 (Figure 40B), which is a safety rated
device that uses light to programmably scan a pre-de-
fined plane (e.g., the lightly shaded rectangle) is mounted
to the stacker such that the Scanner Plane 178’ creates
a mostly vertical surface which the operator is to stay on
the outside of for safety sake. This can be used in con-
junction with the additional provision of Light Towers 179

which can use one or more area surrounding Safety
Beams 186 where these might require more distance of
the operator away from potential hazards. The Scanner
System 180 is tied to the Computer Control System 50
which will bring all detected situations considered as haz-
ardous to a stop.
[0068] Figure 41A depicts a Stacking Apparatus 183
configured in what is known as a Full Stack And Bundling
Configuration 182 where the Loads are built at the end
of the stack (in the stacks accumulating region) and then
moved out of the stacks accumulating region either lin-
early straight out the end of the Stacking Apparatus 183
on Floor Conveyors such as 184 or moved out nonlinearly
such as at a Right Angle by a Bundle Conveyor as bundle
logs sent to a Bundle Breaker or other downstream proc-
esses. Here the Scanner 177 (Figure 41B) can be pro-
grammed to selectively create a temporary gap in the
safety planes so as to allow the Loads to come out of the
Scanner Plane 178" at desired times and also to allow
the machinery to move in and out of the plane based on
order changes.
[0069] The Computer Control System 50 can be con-
figured to either stop only downward motion upon Scan-
ner detection or all motion depending on the interpreta-
tion of which motion is deemed hazardous.
[0070] The following description of kinematic overlay
sequences (motion snapshots) are for an exemplary cus-
tomer order type where the Accumulation Sheet Support
System 48 is achieved by using the Backstop Lip 54 and
the Accumulator Fingers 53. A nearly similar sequence
applies to the order type where Accumulation Sheet Sup-
port System 48 is achieved by using the Backstop Lip
54, the Accumulator Fingers 53 and the Trail Edge Comb
55.
[0071] Figures 42A, 42B and 42C respectively show
kinematic overlay snapshots of alternative possible initial
states at the start of a production rune. One (Fig. 42A)
where no existing Load is on the floor conveyor and plan-
ning on starting in Upstacking Mode. One (Fig. 42B)
where there is a pre-existing Load on the floor conveyor
and the system is planning on starting a next Load in
Upstacking Mode. One (Fig. 42C) where there is an ex-
isting Load on the floor conveyor and the system is plan-
ning on starting a next Load in a Downstacking Mode
initially before switching to Upstacking Mode.
[0072] Figures 43 - 62 are kinematic overlay sequenc-
es (motion snapshots) for an exemplary customer order
type where the Accumulation Sheet Support System is
achieved by using the Backstop Lip 54 and the Accumu-
lator Fingers 53. For clarity, new Boxes 10 falling onto
the Load 14" are not shown and only the size of the Load
14" is shown to increase in height.
[0073] Figure 43 shows the kinematic overlay state in
an example initial state before the start of production
(note that the conveyor belt on the bottom left has no
boxes on it) where the Backstop Lip 54 is in a horizontal
interjected state (interjected into the stacks accumulating
region but not supporting any boxes), the Accumulator
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Fingers 53 is fully retracted (upstream-wise to be parked
outside the stacks accumulating region) and level, while
both the Deck Lift Assembly 38 and the Accumulator As-
sembly 39 are at their closest elevational spacing thus
defining a minimum Hopper Size 56. As the Backstop Lip
54 is elevated a substantial above the Load Conveyor
73, the Dynamic Hopper 49 will first be used in a Down-
stacking Mode (e.g., in Fig. 43) before switching to an
Upstacking Mode.
[0074] Figure 44 shows the kinematic overlay state
soon after the beginning of a nascent new Load
14’" whose bottommost sheet is supported by the Back-
stop Lip 54 being in the horizontal interjected state, the
Accumulator Fingers 53 being partially extended into the
stacks accumulating region and held level, the elevation
of the Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 being
in its Middle Position 75 and the vertical distance from
the Stacking Deck Discharge Surface 45 to bottom sup-
ports 54 and 53 being relatively small so as to define a
minimum Hopper Size 56.
[0075] Figure 45 shows the kinematic overlay state in
a Downstacking Mode where the Load is built (boxes are
accumulated into it) while the Backstop Lip 54 is moving
down and kept in its horizontal Load 14" supporting
mode, while the Accumulator Fingers 53 are also moving
down and kept partially extended in their level tilt mode,
while the Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is
in it Middle Position 75 and the Hopper Size 56 being
increased because the Accumulator Assembly 39 is low-
ering. In this embodiment, the Lower Stack Stop Comb
133 has pivoted up and is resting on the Load Conveyor
73 in preparation for receiving and guiding the bottom of
the load as it is being dropped.
[0076] Figure 46 shows the kinematic overlay state
soon after the state of Figure 45 but for the case where
the bottom of the building Load 14" has been dropped
onto the Load Conveyor 73. The dropping has been ac-
complished by switching the Backstop Lip 54 into its re-
tracted vertical state, by fully retracting the Accumulator
Fingers 53 out of the vertical stacks accumulating region
(while still level). The Cross Machine Stack Alignment
System 57 is in it Middle Position 75 and the Hopper Size
is the same as before the drop. The Lower Stack Stop
Comb 133 is still resting on the Load Conveyor 73 for
guiding the bottom of the Load as it is being dropped.
[0077] Figure 47 shows the kinematic overlay state
with the system next switched into an Upstacking Mode
after the Load 14" has dropped on the Load Conveyor
73. Here, the Backstop Lip 54 remains in its retracted
vertical state as it rises up away from the conveyor, the
Accumulator Fingers 53 remain fully retracted but are
being rotationally reoriented into their tilt up position, the
Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is in it Middle
Position 75 and the Hopper Size is being reduced by
having the elevation of Accumulator Assembly 39 rising
faster than the elevation of Deck Lift Assembly 38.
[0078] Figure 48 shows the kinematic overlay state
while still in the Upstacking Mode with Backstop Lip 54

still vertical and further raised, the Accumulator Fingers
53 fully retracted, raised together with the Backstop Lip
54 and now in its fully tilt up position, the Cross Machine
Stack Alignment System 57 is in it Middle Position 75
and the Hopper Size has decreased back to its minimum.
The Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187 are parked in
the gaps between the Stacking Deck Discharge Pulleys
46.
[0079] Figure 49 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Upstacking Mode with Backstop Lip 54 is vertical, the
Accumulator Fingers 53 fully retracted and now in its fully
tilt up position, the Cross Machine Stack Alignment Sys-
tem 57 is in it Middle Position 75 and the Hopper Size
back at its minimum and the Computer Control System
50 has decided the currently built Load 14" is complete,
meaning an impending Load Change is coming up with
the First Sheet 77 (not shown) of the next Load 14’" ap-
proaching without interruption of sheet feeding by the
Stacking Deck 33.
[0080] Figure 50 shows the kinematic overlay state in
the Load Change Mode with the Backstop Lip 54 still in
vertical, but before the First Sheet 77 (not shown) of the
next Load 14"’ drops in, the Accumulator Fingers 53 have
inserted their Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187 (finger
tips) into the stacks accumulating region so as to be in-
terjected between the completed Load 14" and the First
Sheet 77 of the next Load 14"’. In this state, the Cross
Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is in its Middle Po-
sition 75 and the Hopper Size is still at its minimum.
[0081] Figure 51 shows the kinematic overlay state in
the Load Change Mode where the First Sheet 77 of the
next Load 14’" has begun dropping into the vertical
stacks accumulating region. The Backstop Lip 54 is ver-
tical, the Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187 (finger tips)
in between the completed Load 14" and the First Sheet
77 of the next Load 14’" and is now rotating from full tilt
up state back around towards its level position as it en-
gages with a trailing portion of the First Sheet 77. The
Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is moving at
the same time to its Down Position 74 and the Hopper
Size is still at its minimum. As this is occurring, coordinate
motion control by the Computer Control System 50 is
causing a raising of the elevation of both the Accumulator
Assembly 39 and the Deck Lift Assembly 38 in order to
keep the bottom of the Accumulator Fingers 53 slightly
above the completed Load 14". Also, at the same time
the Computer Control System 50 is using information
from sensor eyes looking across the top of the Load 14" to
measure the exact height of the Load 14" in order to make
sure the bottom of the Accumulator Fingers 53 is clear
of that completed Load 14".
[0082] Figure 52 shows the kinematic overlay state
while still in Load Change Mode except that now more
sheets of the nascent new Load 14"’ besides First Sheet
77 have dropped into the stacks accumulating region.
The Backstop Lip 54 is still vertical, the Accumulator Fin-
ger Lead Edges 187 (finger tips) inserted in between the
completed Load 14" and the First Sheet 77 of the next
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Load 14’" and is now level. The Cross Machine Stack
Alignment System 57 is in it Down Position 74 and the
Hopper Size is still at its minimum as the system waits
for a minimum amount of the nascent new Load 14’" to
build up in the stacks accumulating region in order to
keep proper tamping against the sides and trailing face
of the nascent new Load 14"’.
[0083] Figure 53 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode with the Backstop Lip 54 vertical,
the Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187 (finger tips) in-
serted in between the completed Load 14" and the First
Sheet 77 of the next Load 14’" but with the Accumulator
Fingers 53 now tilted down so as to decrease the incli-
nation angles of the accumulated beginning sheets of
the nascent new Load 14"’. The Cross Machine Stack
Alignment System 57 is in it Down Position 74 and the
Hopper Size 56 is increasing as the Stacking Deck Dis-
charge End 41 rises with the Accumulator Fingers 53
holding their elevational position above the existing Load
14" and the nascent new Load 14’" is continuing to build.
Being tilted in the downward tilt position allows a mini-
mum intrusion profile of the Finger Assembly to slice be-
tween the existing Load 14" and the nascent new Load
14’" with minimal separation.
[0084] Figure 54 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode with a next incoming sheet of the
nascent new Load 14’" guided along an inclined down-
stream face of the Trail Edge Tamper 62. The Backstop
Lip 54 is vertical, the Accumulator Finger Lead Edges
187 (finger tips) in between the completed Load 14" and
the First Sheet 77 of the next Load 14’" and is tilted down
in the downstream direction because its leading edge
rests on the previous Load 14". The Cross Machine Stack
Alignment System 57 is in it Down Position 74 and the
Hopper Size is increasing as the Accumulator Fingers
53 holding its position above the existing Load 14" and
the nascent new Load 14’" is continuing to build. A pre-
determined minimum amount of the nascent new Load
14’" should be deposited for proper tamping during the
upcoming further separation stage.
[0085] Figure 55 shows the kinematic overlay state of
the system in the Load Change Mode with Backstop Lip
54 near the top of the previously completed Load 14" and
still in the vertical orientation. The Accumulator Fingers
53 have advanced horizontally downstream so as to con-
tinue their extending between the previously completed
Load 14" and the First Sheet 77 of the nascent next Load
14’" with the upper surface of the Accumulator Fingers
53 tilted down. In this state, the Cross Machine Stack
Alignment System 57 moves from its Down Position 74
to its Up Position 76 in order to move the side tampers
out of the way and allow the Accumulator Fingers 53 to
interject deeper into the stacks accumulating region so
as to support a more center portion of the First Sheet 77
of the nascent next Load 14"’. Accordingly the lifted side
tampers do not interfere with the interjected Accumulator
Fingers 53. In this state the Hopper Size 56 is increasing
as required for operability based on how fast the nascent

new Load 14’" is being built up.
[0086] Figure 56 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode with Backstop Lip 54 having cleared
the top of the previously completed Load 14" and poised
to be interjected into the stacks accumulating region by
moving into its horizontally oriented state so as to provide
underneath support for the leading edge of the First Sheet
77 of the next Load 14"’. The Accumulator Fingers 53
are extending between the completed Load 14" and the
First Sheet 77 of the next Load 14"’ and their top surface
is flat. The Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57
is in it Up Position 76 in order to allow the Accumulator
Fingers 53 to not interfere with side tamping. The Hopper
Size is increasing as required for proper operability based
on how fast the nascent new Load 14’" is being built up.
[0087] Figure 57 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode with the previously completed Load
14" being discharged in the downstream direction by the
Load Conveyor 73 out of the vertical stacks accumulating
region. The Backstop Lip 54 has now moved to its hori-
zontal orientation to support the leading edge of the nas-
cent next Load 14"’. The Accumulator Fingers 53 are
extending between the discharging completed Load
14" and the First Sheet 77 of the next Load 14’" and are
flat to provide underneath support at least to a central
portion of the next Load 14"’. The Cross Machine Stack
Alignment System 57 is in it Up Position 76 in order to
allow the Accumulator Fingers 53 to not interfere with
side tamping. The Hopper Size is increasing as required
for proper operability based on how fast the nascent new
Load 14’" is being built. Accordingly, the nascent new
Load 14’" continues to be built without interruption even
as the previously completed Load 14" is ready to be con-
veyed out of the way by the Load Conveyor 73.
[0088] Figure 58 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode after the Load Conveyor 73 has
moved the previously completed Load 14" completely
out from the stacks accumulating region. In this state,
both the Accumulator Assembly 39 and the Deck Lift As-
sembly 38 can be lowered due to the cleared space in
the stacks accumulating region. The Backstop Lip 54 re-
mains horizontal to support the nascent next Load 14"’.
The Accumulator Fingers 53 are extending to provide
underneath support at least to a central portion of the
First Sheet 77 of the next Load 14’" while in a flat tilt
orientation. The Cross Machine Stack Alignment System
57 moves down to its Middle Position 75 since the nas-
cent new Load 14’" has grown tall enough to avoid Finger
Assembly interference with side tamping. The Hopper
Size is increasing as required for proper operability based
on how fast the nascent new Load 14’" is being built. In
other words, the conveyed completed Load 14" is now
clear of the stacks accumulating region and both the Ac-
cumulator Assembly 39 and the Deck Lift Assembly 38
are lowered to prepare to drop the nascent new Load
14"’ down onto the cleared spot on the Load Conveyor
73 similar to what was done in Figures. 45. In some cases
it is possible that the lowering of the Deck Lift Assembly
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38 may be slower than that of the Accumulator Assembly
39 and the Hopper Size needs to increase for the still
growing nascent new Load 14"’.
[0089] Figure 59 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode after the Load Conveyor 73 has
moved the previously completed Load 14" and the Ac-
cumulator Assembly 39 and the Deck Lift Assembly 38
lowering. The Backstop Lip 54 remains horizontal to sup-
port the nascent next Load 14"’. The Accumulator Fingers
53 are extending to provide underneath support at least
to a central portion of the First Sheet 77 of the next Load
14’" while in a flat tilt orientation.
[0090] Figure 60 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode as the bottom of the nascent new
Load 14’" nears the planned drop area on the Load Con-
veyor 73. The Backstop Lip 54 is still horizontal, but the
Accumulator Fingers 53 have been retracted in the up-
stream direction so as to just support the trail edge of the
next Load 14’" while remaining in the flat support orien-
tation. The Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57
is in its Middle Position 75 and the Hopper Size 56 is
increasing as required for proper operability based on
how fast the nascent new Load 14"’ is being built.
[0091] Figure 61 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode after the drop of the nascent new
Load 14’" onto the planned drop area of the Load Con-
veyor 73 has occurred. The Backstop Lip 54 has been
retracted out of the stacks accumulating region by shifting
into its vertical orientation. During the same transition,
the Accumulator Fingers 53 have fully retracted in the
upstream direction so as to thereby drop the nascent new
Load 14’" onto the Load Conveyor 73. The Cross Ma-
chine Stack Alignment System 57 is in its Middle Position
75 and the Hopper Size 56 is increasing as required for
proper operability based on how fast the nascent new
Load 14’" is still being continuously built (without inter-
ruption).
[0092] Figure 62 shows the kinematic overlay state
with the Load Change Mode completed and the system
now switched into Upstacking Mode similar to the state
of Figure 46. The Backstop Lip 54 is vertical, the Accu-
mulator Fingers 53 are fully retracted and ready to move
into their tilt up position, the Cross Machine Stack Align-
ment System 57 is in it Middle Position 75. This completes
a full cycle, which can then repeat for example with the
state of Figure 47 being next.
[0093] Figures 63 - 82 are kinematic overlay sequenc-
es (motion snapshots) for an exemplary customer order
type having relatively long boxes where the Accumulation
Sheet Support System is achieved by using the Backstop
Lip 54, the Accumulator Fingers 53 and the Trail Edge
Comb 55. For clarity, new Boxes 10 falling onto the Load
14" are not shown and only the size of the Load 14" is
shown to increase in height.
[0094] Figure 63 shows the kinematic overlay state in
an example initial state before the start of production
(note that the conveyor belt on the bottom left has no
boxes on it) where the Backstop Lip 54 is in a horizontal

interjected state (interjected into the stacks accumulating
region but not supporting any boxes), the Accumulator
Fingers 53 is fully retracted (upstream-wise to be parked
outside the stacks accumulating region) and level, the
Trail Edge Comb 55 is fully retracted while both the Deck
Lift Assembly 38 and the Accumulator Assembly 39 are
at their closest elevational spacing thus defining a mini-
mum Hopper Size 56. As the Backstop Lip 54 is elevated
a substantial distance above the Load Conveyor 73, the
Dynamic Hopper 49 will first be used in a Downstacking
Mode (e.g., in Fig. 43) before switching to an Upstacking
Mode.
[0095] Figure 64 shows the kinematic overlay state
soon after the beginning of a nascent new Load
14’" whose bottommost sheet is supported by the Back-
stop Lip 54 being in the horizontal interjected state, the
Accumulator Fingers 53 being substantial extended into
the stacks accumulating region to support the center re-
gion of the nascent new Load 14"’, the Trail Edge Comb
55 is extended into the stacks accumulation region for
trail edge support, the elevation of the Cross Machine
Stack Alignment System 57 being in its Middle Position
75 and the vertical distance from the Stacking Deck Dis-
charge Surface 45 to bottom supports 54 and 53 being
relatively small so as to define a minimum Hopper Size
56.
[0096] Figure 65 shows the kinematic overlay state in
a Downstacking Mode where the Load is built (boxes are
accumulated into it) while the Backstop Lip 54 is moving
down and kept in its horizontal Load 14" supporting
mode, while the Accumulator Fingers 53 are also moving
down and kept substantially extended and the Trail Edge
Comb 55 extended for trail edge support, while the Cross
Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is in it Middle Po-
sition 75 and the Hopper Size 56 being increased be-
cause the Accumulator Assembly 39 is lowering. In this
embodiment, the Lower Stack Stop Comb 133 has piv-
oted up and is resting on the Load Conveyor 73 in prep-
aration for receiving and guiding the bottom of the load
as it is being dropped.
[0097] Figure 66 shows the kinematic overlay state
soon after the state of Figure 65 but for the case where
the bottom of the building Load 14" has been dropped
onto the Load Conveyor 73. The dropping has been ac-
complished by switching the Backstop Lip 54 into its re-
tracted vertical state, by fully retracting the Accumulator
Fingers 53 and the Trail Edge Comb 55 out of the vertical
stacks accumulating region. The Cross Machine Stack
Alignment System 57 is in it Middle Position 75 and the
Hopper Size is the same as before the drop. The Lower
Stack Stop Comb 133 is still resting on the Load Con-
veyor 73 for guiding the bottom of the Load as it is being
dropped.
[0098] Figure 67 shows the kinematic overlay state
with the system next switched into an Upstacking Mode
after the Load 14" has been dropped on the Load Con-
veyor 73. Here, the Backstop Lip 54 remains in its re-
tracted vertical state as it rises up away from the convey-
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or, the Accumulator Fingers 53 remain fully retracted but
are being rotationally reoriented into their tilt up position,
the Trail Edge Comb 55 remains fully retracted, the Cross
Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is in its Middle Po-
sition 75 and the Hopper Size is being reduced by having
the elevation of Accumulator Assembly 39 rising faster
than the elevation of Deck Lift Assembly 38.
[0099] Figure 68 shows the kinematic overlay state
while still in the Upstacking Mode with Backstop Lip 54
still vertical and further raised, the Accumulator Fingers
53 fully retracted, raised together with the Backstop Lip
54 and now in its fully tilt up position, the Trail Edge Comb
55 remains fully retracted, the Cross Machine Stack
Alignment System 57 is in its Middle Position 75 and the
Hopper Size has decreased back to its minimum. The
Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187 are parked in the
gaps between the Stacking Deck Discharge Pulleys 46.
[0100] Figure 69 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Upstacking Mode with Backstop Lip 54 is vertical, the
Accumulator Fingers 53 fully retracted and now in its fully
tilt up position, the Trail Edge Comb 55 remains fully re-
tracted, the Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57
is in it Middle Position 75 and the Hopper Size back at
its minimum and the Computer Control System 50 has
decided the currently built Load 14" is complete, meaning
an impending Load Change is coming up with the First
Sheet 77 (not shown) of the next Load 14’" approaching
without interruption of continuous sheet feeding by the
Stacking Deck 33.
[0101] Figure 70 shows the kinematic overlay state in
the Load Change Mode with the Backstop Lip 54 still in
vertical, but before the First Sheet 77 (not shown) of the
next Load 14’" drops in, the Accumulator Fingers 53 have
inserted their Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187 (finger
tips) into the stacks accumulating region so as to be in-
terjected between the completed Load 14" and the First
Sheet 77 of the next Load 14"’. In this state, the Cross
Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is in its Middle Po-
sition 75 and the Hopper Size is still at its minimum.
[0102] Figure 71 shows the kinematic overlay state in
the Load Change Mode where the First Sheet 77 of the
next Load 14’" has begun dropping into the vertical
stacks accumulating region. The Backstop Lip 54 is ver-
tical, the Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187 (finger tips)
in between the completed Load 14" and the First Sheet
77 of the next Load 14’" and is now rotating from full tilt
up state back around towards its level position as it en-
gages with a trailing portion of the First Sheet 77. The
Trail Edge Comb 55 remains fully retracted. The Cross
Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is moving at the
same time to its Down Position 74 and the Hopper Size
56 is still at its minimum. As this is occurring, coordinate
motion control by the Computer Control System 50 is
causing a raising of the elevation of both the Accumulator
Assembly 39 and the Deck Lift Assembly 38 in order to
keep the bottom of the Accumulator Fingers 53 slightly
above the completed Load 14". Also, at the same time
the Computer Control System 50 is using information

from sensor eyes looking across the top of the Load 14" to
measure the exact height of the Load 14" in order to make
sure the bottom of the Accumulator Fingers 53 is clear
of that completed Load 14".
[0103] Figure 72 shows the kinematic overlay state
while still in Load Change Mode except that now more
sheets of the nascent new Load 14’" besides First Sheet
77 have dropped into the stacks accumulating region.
The Backstop Lip 54 is still vertical, the Accumulator Fin-
ger Lead Edges 187 (finger tips) inserted in between the
completed Load 14" and the First Sheet 77 of the next
Load 14’" and is now level. The Trail Edge Comb 55 re-
mains fully retracted. The Cross Machine Stack Align-
ment System 57 is in it Down Position 74 and the Hopper
Size is still at its minimum as the system waits for a min-
imum amount of the nascent new Load 14"’ to build up
in the stacks accumulating region in order to keep proper
tamping against the sides and trailing face of the nascent
new Load 14"’.
[0104] Figure 73 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode with the Backstop Lip 54 vertical,
the Accumulator Finger Lead Edges 187 (finger tips) in-
serted in between the completed Load 14" and the First
Sheet 77 of the next Load 14’" but with the Accumulator
Fingers 53 now tilted down so as to decrease the incli-
nation angles of the accumulated beginning sheets of
the nascent new Load 14"’. The Trail Edge Comb 55
remains fully retracted. The Cross Machine Stack Align-
ment System 57 is in it Down Position 74 and the Hopper
Size 56 is increasing as the Stacking Deck Discharge
End 41 rises with the Accumulator Fingers 53 holding
their elevational position above the existing Load 14" and
the nascent new Load 14’" is continuing to build. Being
tilted in the downward tilt position allows a minimum in-
trusion profile of the Finger Assembly to slice between
the existing Load 14" and the nascent new Load 14’" with
minimal separation.
[0105] Figure 74 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode with a next incoming sheet of the
nascent new Load 14’" guided along an inclined down-
stream face of the Trail Edge Tamper 62. The Backstop
Lip 54 is vertical, the Accumulator Finger Lead Edges
187 (finger tips) in between the completed Load 14" and
the First Sheet 77 of the next Load 14’" and is tilted down
in the downstream direction because its leading edge
rests on the previous Load 14". The Accumulator Fingers
53 and the Trail Edge Comb 55 are being inserted be-
tween the previous Load 14" and the nascent new Load
14"’. The Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is
in it Down Position 74 and the Hopper Size is increasing
as the Accumulator Fingers 53 holding its position above
the existing Load 14" and the nascent new Load 14’" is
continuing to build. A predetermined minimum amount
of the nascent new Load 14’" should be deposited for
proper tamping during the upcoming further separation
stage.
[0106] Figure 75 shows the kinematic overlay state of
the system in the Load Change Mode with Backstop Lip
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54 near the top of the previously completed Load 14" and
still in the vertical orientation. The Accumulator Fingers
53 have advanced substantially horizontally downstream
so as to continue their extending between the previously
completed Load 14" and the First Sheet 77 of the nascent
next Load 14’" with the upper surface of the Accumulator
Fingers 53 tilted down providing support for the central
region of the nascent new Load 14"’. In this state, the
Trail Edge Comb 55 is advanced downstream so as to
be now positioned to support to the trail edge of the rel-
atively long boxes of the nascent new Load 14"’, the
Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 moves from
its Down Position 74 to its Up Position 76 in order to move
the side tampers out of the way and allow the Accumu-
lator Fingers 53 to interject deeper into the stacks accu-
mulating region so as to support a more center portion
of the First Sheet 77 of the nascent next Load 14"’. Ac-
cordingly the lifted side tampers do not interfere with the
interjected Accumulator Fingers 53. In this state the Hop-
per Size 56 is increasing as required for operability based
on how fast the nascent new Load 14"’is being built up.
[0107] Figure 76 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode with Backstop Lip 54 having cleared
the top of the previously completed Load 14" and poised
to be interjected into the stacks accumulating region by
moving into its horizontally oriented state so as to provide
underneath support for the leading edge of the First Sheet
77 of the next Load 14"’. The Accumulator Fingers 53
are extending between the completed Load 14" and the
First Sheet 77 of the next Load 14’" and their top surface
is flat providing support for the central region of the nas-
cent new Load 14"’. The Trail Edge Comb 55 positioned
to support to the trail edge of the nascent new Load 14"’.
The Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is in it
Up Position 76 in order to allow the Accumulator Fingers
53 to not interfere with side tamping. The Hopper Size is
increasing as required for proper operability based on
how fast the nascent new Load 14’" is being built up.
[0108] Figure 77 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode with the previously completed Load
14" being discharged in the downstream direction by the
Load Conveyor 73 out of the vertical stacks accumulating
region. The Backstop Lip 54 has now moved to its hori-
zontal orientation to support the leading edge of the nas-
cent next Load 14"’. The Accumulator Fingers 53 are
extending between the discharging completed Load
14" and the First Sheet 77 of the next Load 14’" and are
flat providing support for the central region of the nascent
new Load 14"’. The Trail Edge Comb 55 is positioned to
support to the trail edge of the nascent new Load 14"’.
The Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is in its
Up Position 76 in order to allow the Accumulator Fingers
53 to not interfere with side tamping. The Hopper Size is
increasing as required for proper operability based on
how fast the nascent new Load 14"’is being built. Accord-
ingly, the nascent new Load 14"’continues to be built with-
out interruption even as the previously completed Load
14" is ready to be conveyed out of the way by the Load

Conveyor 73.
[0109] Figure 78 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode after the Load Conveyor 73 has
moved the previously completed Load 14" completely
out from the stacks accumulating region. In this state,
both the Accumulator Assembly 39 and the Deck Lift As-
sembly 38 can be lowered due to the cleared space in
the stacks accumulating region. The Backstop Lip 54 re-
mains horizontal to support the nascent next Load 14"’.
The Accumulator Fingers 53 are extending between the
discharging completed Load 14" and the First Sheet 77
of the next Load 14’" and are flat providing support for
the central region of the nascent new Load 14’" while in
a flat tilt orientation. The Trail Edge Comb 55 is positioned
to support to the trail edge of the nascent new Load 14"’.
The Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 moves
down to its Middle Position 75 since the nascent new
Load 14"’has grown tall enough to avoid Finger Assembly
interference with side tamping. The Hopper Size is in-
creasing as required for proper operability based on how
fast the nascent new Load 14"’is being built. In other
words, the conveyed completed Load 14" is now clear of
the stacks accumulating region and both the Accumulator
Assembly 39 and the Deck Lift Assembly 38 are lowered
to prepare to drop the nascent new Load 14"’down onto
the cleared spot (load receiving surface) on the Load
Conveyor 73 similar to what was done in Figure 45. In
some cases it is possible that the lowering of the Deck
Lift Assembly 38 may be slower than that of the Accu-
mulator Assembly 39 and the Hopper Size needs to in-
crease for the still growing nascent new Load 14"’.
[0110] Figure 79 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode after the Load Conveyor 73 has
moved the previously completed Load 14" and the Ac-
cumulator Assembly 39 and the Deck Lift Assembly 38
are lowering. The Backstop Lip 54 remains horizontal to
support the nascent next Load 14"’. The Accumulator
Fingers 53 are extending between the discharging com-
pleted Load 14" and the First Sheet 77 of the next Load
14’" and are flat providing support for the central region
of the nascent new Load 14’" while in a flat tilt orientation.
The Trail Edge Comb 55 is positioned to support to the
trail edge of the nascent new Load 14"’.
[0111] Figure 80 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode as the bottom of the nascent new
Load 14’" nears the planned drop area on the Load Con-
veyor 73. The Backstop Lip 54 is still horizontal, but the
Accumulator Fingers 53 have been retracted in the up-
stream direction so as to just support the trail edge of the
next Load 14"’ while remaining in the flat support orien-
tation and the Trail Edge Comb 55 has been fully retract-
ed. The Cross Machine Stack Alignment System 57 is in
its Middle Position 75 and the Hopper Size 56 is increas-
ing as required for proper operability based on how fast
the nascent new Load 14’" is being built.
[0112] Figure 81 shows the kinematic overlay state in
Load Change Mode after the drop of the nascent new
Load 14’" onto the planned drop area of the Load Con-
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veyor 73 has occurred. The Backstop Lip 54 has been
retracted out of the stacks accumulating region by shifting
into its vertical orientation. During the same transition,
the Accumulator Fingers 53 have fully retracted in the
upstream direction so as to thereby drop the nascent new
Load 14’" onto the Load Conveyor 73. The Cross Ma-
chine Stack Alignment System 57 is in its Middle Position
75 and the Hopper Size 56 is increasing as required for
proper operability based on how fast the nascent new
Load 14’" is still being continuously built (without inter-
ruption).
[0113] Figure 82 shows the kinematic overlay state
with the Load Change Mode completed and the system
now switched into Upstacking Mode similar to the state
of Figure 66. The Backstop Lip 54 is vertical, the Accu-
mulator Fingers 53 are fully retracted and ready to move
into their tilt up position, the Cross Machine Stack Align-
ment System 57 is in it Middle Position 75. This completes
a full cycle, which can then repeat for example with the
state of Figure 67 being next.
[0114] The foregoing detailed description has been
presented for purposes of illustration and description.
The scope of the invention is solely defined by the ap-
pended claims.

Claims

1. A sheets streaming and stacking apparatus compris-
ing:

(a) a Stacking Deck (33) having a Stacking Deck
Discharge End (41) disposed downstream of an
opposed Stacking Deck Entry End (42), the
Stacking Deck Discharge End (41) being posi-
tioned above a Load Conveyor (73) capable of
moving completed stacks downstream once
completed, at least one of the Stacking Deck
Discharge End (41) and the Load Conveyor (73)
being vertically movable such that vertical dis-
tance between a Stacking Deck Discharge Sur-
face (45) of the Stacking Deck Discharge End
(41) and a load-receiving, Load Conveyor Sur-
face of the Load Conveyor (73) is variable, the
Stacking Deck Discharge End (41) being dis-
posed over a vertical stacks accumulating re-
gion and configured to discharge sheets down-
wardly into the stacks accumulating region; and
(b) an Accumulation Sheet Support System (48)
that is selectively interjectable into the stacks
accumulating region to provide at least first, sec-
ond and third Sheet Support Surfaces, the first
Sheet Support Surface being defined by a down-
stream-wise retractable Lead Edge Support
(54), the second Sheet Support Surface being
defined by an upstream-wise retractable Trail
Edge Support (55); characterised by the third
Sheet Support Surface being defined by an up-

stream-wise retractable Center Support (53),
where the Center Support (53) is at least selec-
tively moveable laterally within the stacks accu-
mulating region to provide underneath support
to a bottommost sheet (77) of a nascent stack
(14"’) forming in the stacks accumulating region
above a completing previous stack (14") also
present within the stacks accumulating region,
the underneath support provided by the third
Sheet Support Surface being disposed in an ar-
ea between opposed leading and trailing edges
of the bottommost sheet (77).

2. The apparatus of Claim 1 wherein the Accumulation
Sheet Support System (48) is configured to be ele-
vationally re-positionable up or down relative to the
Load Conveyor Surface, the elevational re-position-
ing including a re-positioning that increases vertical
separation distance between the bottommost sheet
(77) of the nascent stack (14’") forming in the stacks
accumulating region and the topmost sheet of the
previous stack (14") such that the previous stack
(14") can be laterally conveyed out of the stacks ac-
cumulating region while the Accumulation Sheet
Support System (48) provides underneath support
for the nascent stack (14"’) forming in the stacks ac-
cumulating region.

3. The apparatus of Claim 1 wherein the Trail Edge
Support (55) and the Center Support (53) are retract-
able out of the stacks accumulating region and park-
able within close horizontal proximity to one another
in a parking space (29) disposed under the Stacking
Deck Discharge End (41) so as to thereby minimize
a separation distance between a Stacking Deck Dis-
charge Surface (45) of the Stacking Deck Discharge
End (41) and the third Sheet Support Surface.

4. The apparatus of Claim 1 wherein the third Sheet
Support Surface which provides underneath support
to the bottommost sheet (77) of the nascent stack
(14"’) in an area between the opposed leading and
trailing edges of the bottommost sheet (77) moves
counter to movements of the Center Support (53)
such that there is minimal relative motion between
the third Sheet Support Surface and the bottommost
sheet (77) of the nascent stack (14’") even while the
Center Support (53) is being repositioned horizon-
tally.

5. The apparatus of Claim 2 wherein the Center Sup-
port (53) is elongated in the downstream direction to
have a downstream finger tip (187) and an opposed
upstream end and the Center Support (53) is con-
figured to be selectively pivoted such that the down-
stream finger tip (187) can be parked in a tilted up
orientation in a gap area of the Stacking Deck Dis-
charge End (41) while the Center Support (53) is
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retracted out of the stacks accumulating region such
that upon being first interjected into the stacks accu-
mulating region, the tilted up finger tip (187) can, due
to its proximity to the Stacking Deck Discharge Sur-
face (45), quickly engage with the bottommost sheet
(77) of the nascent stack (14"’) as that bottommost
sheet (77) begins to fall off the Stacking Deck Dis-
charge Surface (45) of the Stacking Deck Discharge
End (41) and into the stacks accumulating region.

6. The apparatus of Claim 5 wherein the third Sheet
Support Surface which provides underneath support
to the bottommost sheet (77) of the nascent stack
(14"’) in an area between the opposed leading and
trailing edges of the bottommost sheet (77) moves
counter to movements of the Center Support (53)
such that there is minimal relative motion between
the third Sheet Support Surface and the bottommost
sheet (77) of the nascent stack (14"’) even while the
Center Support (53) is being repositioned horizon-
tally.

7. The apparatus of Claim 5 wherein the Stacking Deck
Discharge End (41) has a plurality of parking gaps
defined between spaced apart Stacking Deck Dis-
charge Surfaces of the Stacking Deck Discharge
End (41) and the Center Support (53) comprises a
plurality of Accumulator Fingers that are pivotally
park-able into respective ones of the parking gaps
and moveable out of those parking gaps to thereby
quickly engage with the bottommost sheet (77) of
the nascent stack (14"’) as that bottommost sheet
(77) begins to fall off the Stacking Deck Discharge
End (41) and into the stacks accumulating region.

8. The apparatus of Claim 7 wherein the third Sheet
Support Surface includes a plurality of circumferen-
tial Finger Belts (168) disposed about respective cir-
cumferences of the Accumulator Fingers (53) and
which provide underneath support to the bottommost
sheet (77) of the nascent stack (14"’) in an area be-
tween the opposed leading and trailing edges of the
bottommost sheet (77), where the Finger Belts (168)
move counter to movements of the Center Support
such that there is minimal relative motion between
sheet contacting portions of the Finger Belts (168)
and the bottommost sheet (77) of the nascent stack
(14"’) even while the Accumulator Fingers (53) are
being repositioned horizontally.

9. The apparatus of Claim 2 wherein:

the Load Conveyor Surface and the Accumula-
tion Sheet Support System (48) are configured
to be selectively brought within close proximity
of one another after the previous stack (14") is
laterally conveyed out of the stacks accumulat-
ing region; and

the apparatus further comprises:
a Lower Stack Stop Assembly (133) configured
to guide a side of the previous stack (14") as the
previous stack (14") is being deposited onto a
Load Conveyor Surface within the stacks accu-
mulating region.

10. The apparatus of Claim 2 further comprising: a Cross
Machine Stack Alignment System (57) configured to
provide selective vertical positioning of Stack Side
Dividers (58) thereof and of Stack Side Tampers (59)
thereof relative to the Sheet Support Surfaces.

11. A method of separating stacks of sheets while con-
tinuously feeding sheets into a vertical stacks accu-
mulating region, the method comprising:

(a) parking a horizontally reciprocal first cross
bar having one or more sheet supporting ele-
ments (53) in a parking space (29) disposed un-
der and proximate to a downstream end (41) of
a tiltable sheet feeder (33), the downstream end
(41) of the tiltable sheet feeder (33) being con-
figured to selectively rise and fall relative to an
upstream end (42) of the tiltable sheet feeder (3
3), the disposition of the parking space (29) be-
ing configured to remain proximate within a pre-
specified minimal distance to the downstream
end (41) as it rises and falls, the tiltable sheet
feeder (33) being configured to uninterruptedly
feed sheets out of and in a downstream direction
from its downstream end (41) for discharge into
the stacks accumulating region;
(b) while the tiltable sheet feeder (33) continues
to uninterruptedly feed sheets out from its down-
stream end (41), advancing the first cross bar in
the downstream direction such that the one or
more sheet supporting elements (53) of the ad-
vanced first cross bar project at least partially
out from the parking space (29) beyond the
downstream end (41) of the tiltable sheet feeder
(33) and such that the projected one or more
sheet supporting elements (53) of the advanced
first cross bar define and maintain a separation
gap between a topmost sheet of a completed
first stack (14") in the stacks accumulating hop-
per region and a bottommost sheet (77) of a nas-
cent second stack (14"’) beginning to form in the
stacks accumulating region above the complet-
ed first stack (14"), the downstream projected
one or more sheet supporting elements (53) pro-
viding at least partial underneath support to at
least a central portion of the nascent second
stack (14"’);

characterised by the method further comprising:

(c) while the downstream projected one or more
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sheet supporting elements (53) begin to provide
said at least partial underneath support for at
least a central portion of the nascent second
stack (14"’), maintaining a lead edge supporting
lip (54) that is extendable upstream to be under
a leading bottom edge of the nascent second
stack (14"’) retracted out of the stacks accumu-
lating region so that the nascent second stack
(142’") is at least partially supported underneath
by a lead edge of the first stack (14"); and
(d) after the separation gap has been initially
defined and maintained, advancing the one or
more sheet supporting elements (53) further
downstream and interjecting the lead edge sup-
porting lip (54) under the leading bottom edge
of the nascent second stack (14"’) so that the
first stack (14") is not needed for support and
can be moved out of the stacks accumulating
region.

12. The method of Claim 11 and further comprising:
(e) interjecting a second cross bar into the stacks
accumulating region to provide at least partial un-
derneath support to a trailing edge portion of the nas-
cent second stack (14"’).

13. The method of Claim 12 and further comprising:
(f) pivoting the one or more sheet supporting ele-
ments (53).

14. The method of Claim 11 and further comprising:
(e) pivoting the one or more sheet supporting ele-
ments (53).

15. The method of Claim 11 and further comprising:
(e) providing a safe operations subsystem compris-
ing:

one or more optical scanners (177) configured
to define one or more planar detection areas
which are substantially perpendicular to a stacks
supporting surface of the stacks accumulating
region and are configured to detect intrusion of
those planar detection areas, at least one of the
planar detection areas being temporarily disa-
bled for removal of completed loads from the
stacks accumulating region so as to not interrupt
production when the completed loads need to
be discharged from the stacks accumulating re-
gion;
wherein at least one of the optical scanners
(177) is programmable to change at least one
of its respective planar detection areas in coor-
dination with prespecified configuration chang-
es to load orders.

Patentansprüche

1. Blattströmungs- und Stapeleinrichtung, umfassend:

(a) eine Stapelplatte (33), die ein Stapelplatten-
entladeende (41) aufweist, das stromabwärts ei-
nes gegenüberliegenden Stapelplattenein-
gangsendes (42) angeordnet ist, wobei das Sta-
pelplattenentladeende (41) oberhalb eines
Lastförderers (73) positioniert ist, der fähig ist,
fertige Stapel, sobald sie fertig sind, stromab-
wärts zu bewegen, wobei mindestens eines des
Stapelplattenentladeendes (41) und des Last-
förderers (73) vertikal derart bewegbar ist, dass
der vertikale Abstand zwischen einer Stapelplat-
tenentladefläche (45) des Stapelplattenentlade-
endes (41) und einer lastaufnehmenden Last-
förderfläche des Lastförderers variabel ist, wo-
bei das Stapelplattenentladeende (41) über ei-
nem vertikalen Stapelsammelbereich angeord-
net und konfiguriert ist, Blätter abwärts in den
Stapelsammelbereich auszugeben; und
(b) ein Sammelblatttragsystem (48), das selek-
tiv in den Stapelsammelbereich einfügbar ist,
um mindestens eine erste, eine zweite und eine
dritte Blatttragfläche bereitzustellen, wobei die
erste Blatttragfläche durch einen stromabwärts
einfahrbaren Frontkantenträger (54) definiert
ist, wobei die zweite Blatttragfläche durch einen
stromaufwärts einfahrbaren Hinterkantenträger
(55) definiert ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass die dritte Blatttragfläche durch einen
stromaufwärts einfahrbaren Mittenträger (53)
definiert ist, wobei der Mittenträger (53) mindes-
tens selektiv seitlich innerhalb des Stapelsam-
melbereichs bewegbar ist, um eine Stütze von
unten für ein unterstes Blatt (77) eines entste-
henden Stapels (14"’) bereitzustellen, der sich
in dem Stapelsammelbereich oberhalb eines
vorhergehenden Stapels (14"), der im Abschlie-
ßen begriffen ist, der ebenfalls innerhalb des
Stapelsammelbereichs anwesend ist, bildet,
wobei die Stütze von unten, die durch die dritte
Stapeltragfläche bereitgestellt wird, in einem
Bereich zwischen gegenüberliegenden Front-
und Hinterkanten des untersten Blatts (77) an-
geordnet ist.

2. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Sammel-
blatttragsystem (48) konfiguriert ist, um höhenmäßig
aufwärts oder abwärts bezüglich der Lastförderflä-
che neu positionierbar zu sein, wobei die höhenmä-
ßige Neupositionierung eine Neupositionierung be-
inhaltet, die einen vertikalen Trennungsabstand zwi-
schen dem untersten Blatt (77) des entstehenden
Stapels (14"’), der sich in dem Stapelsammelbereich
bildet, und dem obersten Blatt des vorhergehenden
Stapels (14") derart vergrößert, dass der vorherge-
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hende Stapel (14") seitlich aus dem Stapelsammel-
bereich gefördert werden kann, während das Sam-
melblatttragsystem (48) Stütze von unten für den
entstehenden Stapel (14"’), der sich in dem Stapel-
sammelbereich bildet, bereitstellt.

3. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Hinterkan-
tenträger (55) und der Mittenträger (53) aus dem Sta-
pelsammelbereich einfahrbar und innerhalb unmit-
telbarer horizontaler Nähe zueinander in einem Par-
kraum (29), der unter dem Stapelplattenentladeende
(41) angeordnet ist, geparkt werden können, so dass
dadurch ein Trennabstand zwischen einer Stapel-
plattenentladefläche (45) des Stapelplattenentlade-
endes (41) und der dritten Blatttragfläche minimiert
ist.

4. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die dritte Blatt-
tragfläche, die Stütze von unten für das unterste Blatt
(77) des entstehenden Stapels (14"’) in einem Be-
reich zwischen den gegenüberliegenden Front- und
Hinterkanten des untersten Blatts (77) bereitstellt,
sich gegen Bewegungen des Mittenträgers (53) der-
art bewegt, dass minimale relative Bewegung zwi-
schen der dritten Blatttragfläche und dem untersten
Blatt (77) des entstehenden Stapels (14’") sogar be-
steht, während der Mittenträger (53) horizontal neu
positioniert wird.

5. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Mittenträger
(53) in der stromabwärtigen Richtung verlängert ist,
um eine stromabwärtige Fingerspitze (187) und ein
gegenüberliegendes stromabwärtiges Ende aufzu-
weisen, und der Mittenträger (53) konfiguriert ist, se-
lektiv derart geschwenkt zu werden, dass die strom-
abwärtige Fingerspitze (187) in einer aufwärts ge-
kippten Ausrichtung in einem Spaltenbereich des
Stapelplattenentladeendes (41) geparkt werden
kann, während der Mittenträger (53) aus dem Sta-
pelsammelbereich derart eingefahren wird, dass,
wenn er zuerst in den Stapelsammelbereich (41) ein-
gefügt wird, die aufwärts gekippte Fingerspitze (187)
aufgrund ihrer Nähe zu der Stapelplattenentladeflä-
che (45) schnell mit dem untersten Blatt (77) des
entstehenden Stapels (14’") in Eingriff gelangen
kann, während das unterste Blatt (77) beginnt, von
der Stapelplattenentladefläche (45) des Stapelplat-
tenentladeendes (41) und in den Stapelsammelbe-
reich hinunter zu fallen.

6. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei die dritte Sta-
peltragfläche, die Stütze von unten für das unterste
Blatt (77) des entstehenden Stapels (14"’) in einem
Bereich zwischen den gegenüberliegenden Front-
und Hinterkanten des untersten Blatts (77) bereit-
stellt, sich gegen Bewegungen des Mittenträgers
(53) derart bewegt, dass minimale relative Bewe-
gung zwischen der dritten Blatttragfläche und dem

untersten Blatt (77) des entstehenden Stapels (14"’)
sogar besteht, während der Mittenträger (53) hori-
zontal neu positioniert wird.

7. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Stapelplat-
tenentladeende (41) eine Vielzahl von Parkspalten
aufweist, die zwischen beabstandeten Stapelplat-
tenentladeflächen des Stapelplattenentladeendes
(41) definiert sind, und der Mittenträger (53) eine
Vielzahl von Sammlerfingern umfasst, die schwen-
kend in einer jeweiligen der Parkspalten geparkt wer-
den können und aus diesen Parkspalten heraus be-
wegbar sind, um rasch mit dem untersten Blatt (77)
des entstehenden Stapels (14’") in Eingriff zu gelan-
gen, während das unterste Blatt (77) beginnt, von
dem Stapelplattenentladeende (41) und in den Sta-
pelsammelbereich hinunter zu fallen.

8. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 7, wobei die dritte Blatt-
tragfläche eine Vielzahl umfänglicher Fingergurte
(168) umfasst, die um jeweilige Umfänge der Samm-
lerfinger (53) angeordnet sind und Stütze von unten
für das unterste Blatt (77) des entstehenden Stapels
(14’") in einem Bereich zwischen den gegenüberlie-
genden Front- und Hinterkanten des untersten Blatts
(77) bereitstellen, wo sich die Fingergurte (168) ge-
gen Bewegungen des Mittenträgers derart bewe-
gen, dass minimale relative Bewegung zwischen
Blattberührungsabschnitten der Fingergurte (168)
und dem untersten Blatt (77) des entstehenden Sta-
pels (14’") sogar besteht, während die Sammlerfin-
ger (53) horizontal neu positioniert werden.

9. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei:

die Lastförderfläche und das Sammelblatttrag-
system (48) konfiguriert sind, selektiv in unmit-
telbarer Nähe zueinander gebracht zu werden,
nachdem der vorhergehende Stapel (14") seit-
lich aus dem Stapelsammelbereich heraus ge-
fördert wurde; und
die Einrichtung weiter umfasst:
eine untere Stapelstoppanordnung (133), die
konfiguriert ist, eine Seite des vorhergehenden
Stapels (14") zu führen, während der vorherge-
hende Stapel (14") auf einer Lastförderfläche in-
nerhalb des Stapelsammelbereichs abgelegt
wird.

10. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 2, weiter umfassend:
ein Stapelausrichtungssystem (57) quer über die
Maschine, das konfiguriert ist, selektive vertikale Po-
sitionierung von Stapelseitenteilern (58) und von
Stapelseitenpuffern (59) relativ zu den Blatttragflä-
chen bereitzustellen.

11. Verfahren zum Trennen von Stapeln von Blättern,
während kontinuierlich Blätter in einen vertikalen
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Stapelsammelbereich zugeführt werden, das Ver-
fahren umfassend:

(a) Parken einer ersten Querstange mit horizon-
taler Wechselbewegung, die ein oder mehrere
Blatttragelemente (53) aufweist, in einem Par-
kraum (29), der unter und nahe einem stromab-
wärtigen Ende (41) eines kippbaren Blattzufüh-
rers (33) angeordnet ist, wobei das stromabwär-
tige Ende (41) des kippbaren Blattzuführers (33)
konfiguriert ist, sich selektiv bezüglich eines
stromaufwärtigen Endes (42) des kippbaren
Blattzuführers (33) zu heben und zu senken, wo-
bei die Anordnung des Parkraums (29) konfigu-
riert ist, nahe innerhalb eines vorbestimmten
Mindestabstands zu dem stromabwärtigen En-
de (41) bei seinem Heben und Fallen zu bleiben,
wobei der kippbare Blattzuführer (33) konfigu-
riert ist, Blätter ununterbrochen aus und in eine
stromabwärtige Richtung von seinem stromab-
wärtigen Ende (41) zum Ausladen in den Sta-
pelsammelbereich herauszuführen;
(b) während der kippbare Blattzuführer (33) fort-
fährt, Blätter ununterbrochen aus seinem strom-
abwärtigen Ende (41) herauszuführen, Vorrü-
cken der ersten Querstange in der Stromab-
wärtsrichtung derart, dass ein oder mehrere
Blatttragelemente (53) der vorgerückten ersten
Querstange mindestens teilweise aus dem Par-
kraum (29) über das stromabwärtige Ende (41)
des kippbaren Blattzuführers (33) hinausragen,
und derart, dass das eine oder die mehreren
vorragenden Blatttragelemente (53) der vorge-
rückten Querstange eine Trennspalte zwischen
einem obersten Blatt des fertigen ersten Stapels
(14") in dem Stapelsammelmagazinbereich und
einem untersten Blatt (77) eines entstehenden
zweiten Stapels (14"’), der beginnt, sich in dem
Stapelsammelbereich über dem fertigen ersten
Stapel (14"’) zu bilden, definieren und beibehal-
ten, wobei das eine oder die mehreren strom-
abwärts vorragenden Tragelemente (53) min-
destens teilweises Stütze von unten für mindes-
tens einen zentralen Abschnitt des entstehen-
den zweiten Stapels (14"’) bereitstellen;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren wei-
ter umfasst:

(c) während das eine oder die mehreren strom-
abwärts vorragenden Blatttragelemente (53)
beginnen, die mindestens teilweise Stütze von
unten für mindestens einen zentralen Abschnitt
des entstehenden zweiten Stapels (14"’) bereit-
zustellen, Beibehalten einer Frontkantenstütz-
lippe (54), die stromaufwärts verlängerbar ist,
unter einer Frontunterkante des entstehenden
zweiten Stapels (114") liegend, der aus dem

Stapelsammelbereich herausgezogen ist, so
dass der entstehende zweite Stapel (142’") min-
destens teilweise von unten durch eine Front-
kante des ersten Stapels (14") gestützt ist; und
(d) nachdem die Trennspalte anfänglich defi-
niert und beibehalten wurde, Vorrücken des ei-
nen oder der mehreren Blatttragelemente (53)
weiter stromabwärts und Einfügen der Front-
kantenstützlippe (54) unter der Frontunterkante
des entstehenden zweiten Stapels (14’") derart,
dass der erste Stapel (14") nicht zum Stützen
erforderlich ist und aus dem Stapelsammelbe-
reich heraus bewegt werden kann.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11 und weiter umfassend:
(e) Einfügen einer zweiten Querstange in den Sta-
pelsammelbereich, um mindestens teilweises Stüt-
ze von unten für einen Hinterkantenabschnitt des
entstehenden zweiten Stapels (14’") bereitzustellen.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12 und weiter umfassend:
(f) Schwenken des einen oder der mehreren Blatt-
tragelemente (53).

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11 und weiter umfassend:
(e) Schwenken des einen oder der mehreren Blatt-
tragelemente (53).

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11 und weiter umfassend:
(e) Bereitstellen eines sicheren Betriebsteilsystems,
umfassend:

einen oder mehrere optische Scanner (177), die
konfiguriert sind, einen oder mehrere flache Er-
fassungsbereiche zu definieren, die im Wesent-
lichen zu einer Stapeltragfläche des Stapelsam-
melbereichs senkrecht sind und konfiguriert
sind, Eindringen in diese flachen Erfassungsbe-
reiche zu erfassen, wobei mindestens einer der
flachen Erfassungsbereiche vorübergehend für
das Entfernen fertiger Lasten aus dem Stapel-
sammelbereich derart deaktiviert wird, dass die
Produktion nicht unterbrochen wird, wenn ferti-
ge Lasten aus dem Stapelsammelbereich aus-
zuladen sind;
wobei mindestens einer der optischen Scanner
(177) programmierbar ist, um mindestens eine
seiner jeweiligen flachen Erfassungsbereiche in
Koordination mit vorab spezifizierten Konfigura-
tionsänderungen an Lastreihenfolgen zu än-
dern.

Revendications

1. Appareil de transfert et d’empilage de feuilles
comprenant :
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(a) une plateforme d’empilage (33) présentant
une extrémité d’évacuation de plateforme d’em-
pilage (41) disposée en aval d’une extrémité
d’entrée de plateforme d’empilage opposée
(42), l’extrémité d’évacuation de plateforme
d’empilage (41) étant positionnée au-dessus
d’un transporteur de charge (73) apte à déplacer
des piles complétées en aval une fois complé-
tées, au moins un de l’extrémité d’évacuation
de plateforme d’empilage (41) et du transporteur
de charge (73) étant mobile verticalement de
sorte que la distance verticale entre une surface
d’évacuation de plateforme d’empilage (45) de
l’extrémité d’évacuation de plateforme d’empila-
ge (41) et une surface de transporteur de char-
ge, de réception de charge du transporteur de
charge (73) soit variable, l’extrémité d’évacua-
tion de plateforme d’empilage (41) étant dispo-
sée sur une région d’accumulation de piles ver-
ticale et configurée pour évacuer des feuilles
vers le bas dans la région d’accumulation de
piles ; et
(b) un système de support de feuille d’accumu-
lation (48) qui est peut être placé sélectivement
dans la région d’accumulation de piles pour four-
nir au moins des première, deuxième et troisiè-
me surfaces de support de feuille, la première
surface de support de feuille étant définie par
un support d’arête avant (54) rétractable vers
l’aval, la deuxième surface de support de feuille
étant définie par un support d’arête arrière ré-
tractable vers l’amont (55), caractérisé par la
troisième surface de support de feuille qui est
définie par un support central rétractable vers
l’amont (53), où le support central (53) est au
moins sélectivement mobile latéralement dans
la région d’accumulation de piles pour fournir un
support inférieur à une feuille la plus basse (77)
d’une pile naissante (14’") se formant dans la
région d’accumulation de piles au-dessus d’une
pile précédente s’achevant (14") aussi présente
dans la région d’accumulation de piles, le sup-
port inférieur fourni par la troisième surface de
support de feuille étant disposé dans une zone
entre des arêtes avant et arrière opposées de
la feuille la plus basse (77).

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le sys-
tème de support de feuille d’accumulation (48) est
configuré pour être repositionnable en élévation vers
le haut ou le bas par rapport à la surface de trans-
porteur de charge, le repositionnement en élévation
incluant un repositionnement qui augmente la dis-
tance de séparation verticale entre la feuille la plus
basse (77) de la pile naissante (14"’) se formant dans
la région d’accumulation de piles et la feuille la plus
haute de la pile précédente (14") de sorte que la pile
précédente (14") puisse être transportée latérale-

ment hors de la région d’accumulation de piles alors
que le système de support de feuille d’accumulation
(48) fournit un support inférieur pour la pile naissante
(14’") se formant dans la région d’accumulation de
piles.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le sup-
port d’arête arrière (55) et le support central (53) sont
rétractables hors de la région d’accumulation de pi-
les et peuvent être stationnés dans une proximité
horizontale proche l’un de l’autre dans un espace de
stationnement (29) disposé sous l’extrémité d’éva-
cuation de plateforme d’empilage (41) de sorte à mi-
nimiser ainsi une distance de séparation entre une
surface d’évacuation de plateforme d’empilage (45)
de l’extrémité d’évacuation de plateforme d’empila-
ge (41) et la troisième surface de support de feuille.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la troi-
sième surface de support de feuille qui fournit un
support inférieur à la feuille la plus basse (77) de la
pile naissante (14’") dans une zone entre les arêtes
avant et arrière opposées de la feuille la plus basse
(77) se déplace contre des mouvements du support
central (53) de sorte qu’il y ait un mouvement relatif
minimum entre la troisième surface de support de
feuille et la feuille la plus basse (77) de la pile nais-
sante (14’") bien que le support central (53) est en
train d’être repositionné horizontalement.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le sup-
port central (53) est allongé dans la direction aval
pour présenter un bout de doigt aval (187) et une
extrémité amont opposée et le support central (53)
est configuré pour être pivoté sélectivement de sorte
que le bout de doigt aval (187) puisse être stationné
dans une orientation inclinée vers le haut dans une
zone de fente de l’extrémité d’évacuation de plate-
forme d’empilage (41) alors que le support central
(53) est rétracté hors de la région d’accumulation de
piles de sorte que suite au placement tout d’abord
dans la région d’accumulation de piles, le bout de
doigt incliné vers le haut (187) puisse, en raison de
sa proximité de la surface d’évacuation de platefor-
me d’empilage (45), se mettre en prise rapidement
avec la feuille la plus basse (77) de la pile naissante
(14’") lorsque cette feuille la plus basse (77) com-
mence à tomber de la surface d’évacuation de pla-
teforme d’empilage (45) de l’extrémité d’évacuation
de plateforme d’empilage (41) et dans la région d’ac-
cumulation de piles.

6. Appareil selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la troi-
sième surface de support de feuille qui fournit un
support inférieur à la feuille la plus basse (77) de la
pile naissante (14’") dans une zone entre les arêtes
avant et arrière opposées de la feuille la plus basse
(77) se déplace contre les mouvements du support
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central (53) de sorte qu’il y ait un mouvement relatif
minimum entre la troisième surface de support de
feuille et la feuille la plus basse (77) de la pile nais-
sante (14’") bien que le support central (53) est en
train d’être repositionné horizontalement.

7. Appareil selon la revendication 5, dans lequel l’ex-
trémité d’évacuation de plateforme d’empilage (41)
présente une pluralité de fentes de stationnement
définies entre des surfaces d’évacuation de plate-
forme d’empilage espacées de l’extrémité d’évacua-
tion de plateforme d’empilage (41) et le support cen-
tral (53) comprend une pluralité de doigts d’accumu-
lateur qui peuvent être stationnés de manière pivo-
tante dans des respectives des fentes de stationne-
ment et sont mobiles hors de ces fentes de station-
nement pour se mettre en prise ainsi rapidement
avec la feuille la plus basse (77) de la pile naissante
(14’") lorsque cette feuille la plus basse (77) com-
mence à tomber de l’extrémité d’évacuation de pla-
teforme d’empilage (41) et dans la région d’accumu-
lation de piles.

8. Appareil selon la revendication 7, dans lequel la troi-
sième surface de support de feuille inclut une plura-
lité de courroies de doigt circonférentielles (168) dis-
posées autour de circonférences respectives des
doigts d’accumulateur (53) et qui fournissent un sup-
port inférieur à la feuille la plus basse (77) de la pile
naissante (14’") dans une zone entre les arêtes avant
et arrière opposées de la feuille la plus basse (77),
où les courroies de doigt (168) se déplacent contre
les mouvements du support central de sorte qu’il y
ait un mouvement relatif minimum entre des portions
de contact de feuille des courroies de doigt (168) et
la feuille la plus basse (77) de la pile naissante (14’")
bien que les doigts d’accumulateur (53) sont en train
d’être repositionnés horizontalement.

9. Appareil selon la revendication 2, dans lequel :
la surface de transporteur de charge et le système
de support de feuille d’accumulation (48) sont con-
figurés pour être amenés sélectivement à proximité
proche l’un de l’autre après que la pile précédente
(14") est latéralement transportée hors de la région
d’accumulation de piles ; et l’appareil comprend en
outre :
un ensemble d’arrêt de pile inférieur (133) configuré
pour guider un côté de la pile précédente (14") lors-
que la pile précédente (14") est en train d’être dépo-
sée sur une surface de transporteur de charge à l’in-
térieur de la région d’accumulation de piles.

10. Appareil selon la revendication 2, comprenant en
outre :
un système d’alignement de pile dans le sens ma-
chine (57) configuré pour fournir un positionnement
vertical sélectif de diviseurs latéraux de pile (58) de

celui-ci et de bourreurs latéraux de pile (59) de celui-
ci par rapport aux surfaces de support de feuille.

11. Procédé de séparation de piles de feuilles tout en
alimentant en continu des feuilles dans une région
d’accumulation de piles verticale, le procédé
comprenant :

(a) le stationnement d’une première traverse à
mouvement alternatif horizontalement présen-
tant un ou plusieurs éléments de support de
feuille (53) dans un espace de stationnement
(29) disposé sous et à proximité d’une extrémité
aval (41) d’un dispositif d’alimentation de feuille
inclinable (33), l’extrémité aval (41) du dispositif
d’alimentation de feuille inclinable (33) étant
configurée pour s’élever et s’abaisser sélective-
ment par rapport à une extrémité amont (42) du
dispositif d’alimentation de feuille inclinable
(33), la disposition de l’espace de stationnement
(29) étant configurée pour rester à proximité
dans une distance minimum préspécifiée de
l’extrémité aval (41) lorsqu’il s’élève et s’abais-
se, le dispositif d’alimentation de feuille inclina-
ble (33) étant configuré pour alimenter sans in-
terruption des feuilles hors de et dans une di-
rection aval depuis son extrémité aval (41) pour
l’évacuation dans la région d’accumulation de
piles;
(b) alors que le dispositif d’alimentation de feuille
inclinable (33) continue à alimenter sans inter-
ruption des feuilles hors de son extrémité aval
(41), l’avance de la première traverse dans la
direction aval de sorte que les un ou plusieurs
éléments de support de feuilles (53) de la pre-
mière traverse avancée fassent saillie au moins
partiellement de l’espace de stationnement (29)
au-delà de l’extrémité aval (41) du dispositif
d’alimentation de feuille inclinable (33) et de sor-
te que les un ou plusieurs éléments de support
de feuille en saillie (53) de la première traverse
avancée définissent et maintiennent une fente
de séparation entre une feuille la plus haute
d’une première pile complétée (14") dans la ré-
gion de trémie d’accumulation de piles et une
feuille la plus basse (77) d’une seconde pile
naissante (14’") commençant à se former dans
la région d’accumulation de piles au-dessus de
la première pile complétée (14"), les un ou plu-
sieurs éléments de support de feuille en saillie
en aval (53) fournissant un support inférieur au
moins partiel à au moins une portion centrale de
la seconde pile naissante (14’") ;

caractérisé en ce que le procédé comprend en
outre :

(c) alors que les un ou plusieurs éléments de
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support de feuille en saillie en aval (53) com-
mencent à fournir ledit support inférieur au
moins partiel pour au moins une portion centrale
de la seconde pile naissante (14’"), le maintien
d’une lèvre de support d’arête avant (54) qui est
extensible en amont pour être sous une arête
inférieure avant de la seconde pile naissante
(14’") rétractée hors de la région d’accumulation
de piles de sorte que la seconde pile naissante
(142’") soit supportée au moins partiellement
dessous par une arête avant de la première pile
(14") ; et
(d) après que la fente de séparation a été définie
et maintenue initialement, l’avance des un ou
plusieurs éléments de support de feuille (53)
plus en aval et le placement de la lèvre de sup-
port d’arête avant (54) sous l’arête inférieure
avant de la seconde pile naissante (14’") de sor-
te que la première pile (14") ne soit pas néces-
saire pour le support et puisse être déplacée
hors de la région d’accumulation de piles.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11 et comprenant en
outre :
(e) le placement d’une seconde traverse dans la ré-
gion d’accumulation de piles pour fournir un support
inférieur au moins partiel à une portion d’arête arrière
de la seconde pile naissante (14’").

13. Procédé selon la revendication 12 et comprenant en
outre :
(f) le pivotement des un ou plusieurs éléments de
support de feuille (53).

14. Procédé selon la revendication 11 et comprenant en
outre :
(e) le pivotement des un ou plusieurs éléments de
support de feuille (53).

15. Procédé selon la revendication 11 et comprenant en
outre :
(e) la fourniture d’un sous-système de fonctionne-
ment sûr comprenant :

un ou plusieurs scanners optiques (177) confi-
gurés pour définir une ou plusieurs zones de
détection planaires qui sont sensiblement per-
pendiculaires à une surface de support de piles
de la région d’accumulation de piles et sont con-
figurés pour détecter l’intrusion de ces zones de
détection planaires, au moins une des zones de
détection planaires étant temporairement dé-
sactivées pour le retrait de charges complétées
de la région d’accumulation de piles de sorte à
ne pas interrompre la production lorsque les
charges complétées nécessitent d’être éva-
cuées de la région d’accumulation de piles ;
dans lequel au moins un des scanners optiques

(177) est programmable pour changer au moins
une de ses zones de détection planaires res-
pectives en coordination avec des changements
de configuration préspécifiées pour charger des
commandes.
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